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THE MINISTER OF RURAL DEVELOPMENT (SHRI M. VENKAIAH 
NAIDU) : Please go through the report.   You are giving a wrong figure.   �� 
0�  �� �1.� ��; ����0 �  

 
SHRI SURESH PACHOURI: You please see page 155. M��# �� ��; 
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��G���,(�� 2��� �� �I" 2001-02 ��  ��0 4,636.37 ��
> E�0 �� 2
���$ ���� 
.�� &� 5� 19 1����,2002 �� 2,286.48 ��
> E�0 ;�" ह-� ह� � ��$� �- � ���!$ �� ��+ 
62.59 2��)� ;�" ह-� ह� � (���$ �� �
  -�$���� ��?���� ह� )-R ����� ��, M�� M��T* 
���$� ��   ��� �# �ह (� ����� �� .������ ह� �  

 ��G���, (�  ��� �# 19-20 D'!� �, 2001 �
 8!�! ���$8!�" �� 0� ��G�# � ह-9 &�, 
����� DF���� r���� ����� ��+� �� $� �� &� 5� M��#  ह-� �� ��1���)# �� .9 &, � �� 
�ह�� M$ ��1���)# �� &
>� ह� ��q �E� .� ����$ M$ �� ' �� D�� ह-� (��� Y� �� ��$$�� 
��+� �� �� F��$ ��[I� ��$� ��ह�� ह�� � M��# �ह �ह� .�� &� �� 0� �
� ��  ��& 2����$ 
2�� P ��Q 55 ��!� ��$� �-ह��� ���$� �� ����� �� ��$� ���ह0, ����� ���$ $ह, ह
 ���� �  

  �ह
��,����� �� �I" 2004 �� �
 ��dK�� 0�#J� &�, M��# �� )-V ����� M��T� 
��$� ��   �� �ह� .9 &� � �� ��$$�� ��+� �� �� �rह �E� .� �� �� �ह  ��$� �� �k �� ��# �� 
(� ��)� �# D�� �� '�� n��\$. �� .9 ह� ? �ह
��, M��# �ह ��1���) �� �� .9 &� 5�  
��$$�� ��+� ��  D�$�  �$'��\J. 8��� �# �?���$ �� ���� &� 5� �ह �������+= �# �� 
%�� &� �� ��7�= �� ��1���)= �� ���� F��$ ���� ��0.� �  

 �ह
��, �� �F� 2��)  �� �ह�� ��� ह�� 5� �F� 2��) $� (� �� ���! �� M �$� ��  
��0 ��1���)# �� ह�, M� ��)� �# '�� ��� Me�0 .0 ह� ? ��$� �N���$ �# �
 �?���$ ���� 
&� M��� '�� ह-� ? ��$� D�$� घ
I���+ �# �
 ����� ��0, M$�
 �
 ��$� ��8�k� �� ���� 
����$ �
 �?���$ ��$� M� �N���$ �# ���� &�, M� �?���$ �� ���� �� ��)� �# '�� ��� 
Me�0 .0 ह�, �ह �� �F� 2��) ��  ����" �# ��$$�� ��+� �� �� ��$$� ��ह�� ह�� �  

 �ह
��, �� �F� 2��) �� �ह�� ��� ह�� � �0 ��$ (��'Kv�$� ���J�� �# ��%�� 0� 
�n��ह �� �ह ��;��� �� �ह� ह� �� �F� 2��) �# ����� ���! ह� 5� �F� 2��) ��  2��: ��� 
���� ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� �� r8� ह� � 

 ���� ��7� �# �� �� ��� ! ��4��$ ह� � (���  8&�9 ���*�$ ��  ��0 ��7� ����� $� 
�� GH�� )��$ �� D����Q ���) 2��$ ��$� ��  ��0 12 $�N �, 2001 �
 �+ ��;� &� 5� 
253.84 ��
> E��� �� ���. �� ���
���J� �� ���� &�, ����$ M� ��)� �# �
9 ��� $ह, Me��� 
.�� ह� � (� ���
���J� ��  D��."� r���� ��+ �# ����� ��  ��0 46.87 ��
> 5� $.��� ��+ ��  
��0 62.23 ��
> E��� �� ���) M��T* ���$� ��  ��0 D$-�
* ���� .�� &�, ����$ D�� �� 
(���  ��0 �
9 ���) 8���k � $ह, �� .9 ह� � �
 M� �?���$ �� ������$ $ह, ह�, �
 ��$$�� 
��+� �� �� M� �N�#�$ �# ���� &� �� ह� ��7�= �� ��?����$-��� ����� ���! �� M ��$� 
��  ��0 �
 ����%� ���) ह�, �ह M��T* ����#.� � �ह
��, �F� 2��) �� �8&�� �ह ह� �� �.�. 
334 $.��� �$���= �# �� 120 $.��� �$��� X�� ह� ��$�# 0� !�(� ��$� M��T* ह
 �ह� ह� �� 
�
-�
, ��$-��$ ��$ ��  D��� �� ��$� M��T* ����� �� �ह� ह� � $.��� �$���= �# �$���� �� 
M��T* ���$� ��  ��0 �- � 64.23 ��
> E��� �� ���"�
�$�  $��� ��7� ����� $� �� GH 
����� ��  ��� ���� ह� � �� $� ���� ��ह� �$�* �� �� $.��� ��+= �# ����� ����ह$ ��  ��0 
��+ 222.5  
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��; E��� M��T* ����� ह�, � �� ���� )��$ �� D����' � ���) M��T * ���$� �� ���. 5� 
�ह���� �� D$-rह ��7� )��$ $� ���� &� � �ह
��, �8&�� �ह ह� �� ��.� �I" �� ����� �
�$� 
�� �� ��;�2� 2�����  ���!= �# ��?�� ���" ��$� ��  ��0 �����J= �# %� ! ��$� �� �rह �� 
�� GH ����� �� ���� .�� &� 5� (���  ��0 �� 14 ���N �, 2001 �
 �� GH )��$ �� D$-�
* 
���� .�� &� � �
 ��$��J ह�, �ह 40 ��!� ����� 2����$ M��T* ���$� �� 5� 0� 
���
��!� ��  D��."� 250 �
.= ��  ��0 ��)
* �$[�� ����� ��$� ��,M� �����J �# �)�&��� 
 ��$� ��  ��0 ���
���J� ��7� ����� $� �� GH ����� �
 ���� ह� �  

 M����F�� �ह
��, �� ����  ��F�� �� ����� �� D$-�
* �E� .� �� �ह�� ���� ��) �# 
�� ���! ह�, ��$� ��  ��$� �� ���! ह�, �F� 2��) X�� ��) �� ��� 2��) ह�, �ह�� �� ���� �� 
���! ह� 5� 2��: ��� ���= �
 ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��C�� �� ���$� ��$� �> �ह� ह� � (���0 
M� �� F��$ ��$� �� �E�� ह� ?  

  ��G���, �ह�� �� ��dK�� ����" ��  �� ह� � ���� �# ��$� �� �
 �� �� ��!� 
X����� ��!� ह� 5� M���  ��&-��& �
 �� �N�)$ ह�, M��
 �  ह� �-�$�Z�� l�d! �� ��;�� 
ह�, �
 X����� ��!� ��  �-�� �� �� �N�)$ �# ��� ��� �� �ह� ह� � M� �� �  ह� .3� ���� ह� �
 
ह�# X�� M���= �� 5� ��$� ���ह0, ��$ M���= �
 D�$��� ह� (� ����.�� �
 ��� �� ���� 
ह� � ह���� �
 �>3�� ��) ह�, ��ह� �ह a����� ह
, $���� ह
,  �: ह
, M$��  �� X����� ��!� 5� 
�� �N�)$ �� ���! ह� � �� �- % X�� M��� �� �ह� ह� ��$�� ��ह �� ��!� q�(��� �� ���$� 
($ ��)= �
 $ह, ��$� �> �ह� ह� �  ह-� ���� X�� �
�$�0� ����)= �� ह�, ��$�� ������$ ��$� 
�� ह� ����� �� ��8�� �� �-�Q �� ���� ह� � �� ����� ��� �� ���� ह� (� ��!� q�(��� �� 
�$��$� ��  ��0 � �� ��ह��.� �� M$ �
�$�Y� �� ��� ��$$�� ��+� �� �#, ���� �ह �
 ��dK�� 
��8�� ह�, (� ��8�� �� ���*�$ �$���� �� ���  � .���= �� 0� ;��  �� ह�, �
. ह�J �N� 
�.�� ���� ह�, �
. �� 0� ;-��� ���� ह�, ����$ ह�J �N� 5� �� 0� ��  ���0 �� 7������ ;��� ��$� 
�$���� ह� � �  ह� �
. ����� ��  $��� M$ ��+= �# �3�� ���� ह� �
 7������ ���. �ह ��� ह� �� 
�� ह���� �ह�� 0� ह�J �N� �.�� ����0, �� ह���� �ह�� �� �� ;-��� ����0,  ��>� �;-�;�� 
��  ��0 �- % ���� �� ����0 � ����$ ;��� ��$� �
 ��� ��$� ��  ��0 �3$ �� ����+ ह
$� ���ह0, 
�3$ �� !�'$��v�� �
 ह� M��
. �# ���#, M� !�'$��v�� �
 J����� ��$� �� ��?���� 
ह�5� M$ ����+= �� ��x�� 7���� �� 7���� .���= �# M��T* ���$� �� ��?���� ह�, ��$ ����+= 
�
 �.�$� ��   �� ह� �
. ;��� ��$� �� �-�Q �� ���� ह� �  

 �ह�� �� �
 ����� �8&�� ह�,����  ��)  �# ��!� q�(��� �� ��ह �� '�� �8&�� ह� ? �� 
M$ ���>= �# 7���� $ह, ��$� ��ह�� ह�� ����$ �3!� �3� �� �
 ��$  ��# �� �ह$� ��ह�� ह�� � 
�हG�-8��$ �# �.�. 21 2��)�  �������� �
 ह
 �ह� ह�, �ह ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��ह �� ह
 �ह� ह�, 
X�� �CJ" ह�C& U�t$�(��)$ �� UT����)$ ह� � ;�� �3� �� 0� �����$ �� 7���� �हG�-8��$� 
 z�� �� �� D)-V �� �
 ��$� ��  ���� �3� ��  �)��� ह
�� ह�, �ह �� 0� UT����)$ ह� � �ह �� 
UT����)$ ह� �� �हG�-8��$ ��  �.�. 15 X�� ��7� ह� ��$�# ��!� ���� ���� 2��)� �� $��� �� 
�ह� ह� ��$�# ;�� �3� �� ह������, ���� , � ह��, M>���, �ह���dK, �F� 2��), ��w 2��), 
�$:!� 5� .-���� ह� ��$�� ��K�� r�M�J ��!�  
J" $� (� ��8! �# ���$ ���� ह� � �ह 
D�$� ���#  ह-� .����  �� ह� �  
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1995 �# �
 ��$���1 �� 5� �CJ" ��(J 1� J 1v� $��� �� 0� UT�����)$ &� Y� M$�� �� � 
8!J�A ह�, MGह=$� �� ($  ��= �� ��1 F��$ ��[I� ���� ह�, MGह# �� .������ ��  ��& ��$� �� 
��?���� ह� � �ह
��, �� �
 ��$  ��# 5� �ह�� D�$�  �� ���n� ��$� ��ह��.� � �ह ;�� 
 ��# �� ह� �� �
 �N���$ 20 DQ�  � 2001 �
 ���� .�� &�, M� �N���$ �� '�� '�� ��8�-����� 
&� � M��# � ��  >�  �� �ह &� �� �� �� .-���� �� ��  ����� �;� ��0 � �N���$ �# �
 ह
 
���� ह� �� ह� �
.= $� ���$�� ��!� ����-���� �����  ह-� .������ �� ��0 ह= 5� M$ $���= 
�� �� �ह- ��$� �� �
�)) �� .�� ह
 �� ह� �
 ��8�-�� �� �ह� ह�, M��� ���$ ह
.� � ����$ M� 
�N���$ �� �
 �� ��1���)# ह�, �
 D$-)���0� ह�,M$�� ���$ ह-� �� $ह, � M$ D$-)��Y� �# �ह 
&� �� 567 �� .-���� ����� 2�
.)���0� ह�, M$�# �� 352 2�
.)���0� �.��� ��$�  ��� &� 
5 M��# �ह �-�$�?�� ���� .�� &� �� 31 ���" 2002 �� ($ 352 2�
.)���Y� �
 �.� ���� 
��0.� � M� ��8�-�� �� '�� ह-�, �� �ह ��$$� ��ह�� ह��, �
 �� .-���� ��   ����� �;$� ��  
��0 &� � (���  �� �* �# �
 ���" �
�$�  $��� .�� &�, M� ���" �
�$� ��  ������$ �# '�� 
��� Me��� .0, �ह �� ����  ��F�� �� ��+� �� �� ��$$� ��ह�� ह�� � �ह 0� X�� ��8�� ह� ��� 
��8�� ��  �$����� ��  ��0 5� ��� ��8�� �� .������ �� ����� ��$� ��  ��0 �.�. ह� 2�� 
�I" (� ��$ �# ��: ���� ह� ����$ '�=�� �
9 $���� $ह, �$�� ���� ह�, (���0 �ह� �8&�� 
ह
�� ह� �� �
 ���*�$ ह
$�  ���ह0, �ह ���*�$ �ह� $ह, �$�� ���� ह� � ��G���,�� ����  
��F�� �� ��$$�� ��+� �� �� D$-�
* ��$� ��ह�� ह�� �� �
 ��$� ��  ��$� �� .���� ���! �� 
���$� ���������= �
 ��$� ह�, ���� ��  D$�� ��7�= �
 ��$� �> �ह� ह�, ����# 2�-; ��7� 
�F� 2��) ह�, �
.= �
 ��$� �� ��$� �-ह��� ह
 ���  �
 �� (���$ ��  -�$���� ��?���� ह� � �ह 
�-�$�?�� ��$� ��  ��0 ����� ��  ��� '�� ���"�
�$� ह� ? '�� �ह ���" �
�$� 0� ��� V 
���� �� ��$�  $��� ह� ? ��� $ह,  $��� ह� �
 �$�?�� ��� ���� ��  D��."� �
 ��$� �N���$ 
���� &�, M� �N���$ �� ��8�-���= �� ������$ ह
 ��� , (� ��)� �# �� '�� ��� Me� �ह� ह� 
? ��& ह� �
 ��$� M��0 �-c�0 ह� �� ��$ ��!� ह�����8!. ह
, r�M�J ��!� �� X'�n�v�!�)$ �� 
ह
 ��0 5� �
.= �# �ह �$��.�� ���� ह
 ���  �� ���� � ��!� ह
 ��� , M��� ����(�'�. 
�� �� �� ��0, M� �� �* �# �$ ��.k�� ���� ��$� ��  ��0 ���� ��1 �� ��� 2��� �� �
�$� 
�-�$�?�� �� .�� ह�, �ह ह� ���� ��$$� ��ह�� ह� � �� ���� D$-�
* ��$� ��ह�� ह�� �� ��$ 
��7�= $� ����# ��)�I E� �� �F� 2��) ह�,��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� �� �-�Q ��$� ��  ��0 �
 
�
�$�0� ���
 ���� ह�, 5� ��� ���) �� MGह=$� ���. �� ह�, ��ह� �$� ����  '�� �ह *$���) 
MGह# 0� �$�?�� ��� ���� ��  D��� M��T* ���0�.� ��$� �1� r�d� ��� ��   �� �I: ��- � 
� ��0.� 5� �1� �  �ह ���) �ह�� �ह- ���.� �
 M� ���) �
 �ह�� ���$� �� �
9 5��Z� $ह, �ह 
��0.� � (Gह,  ��= ��  ��& ��$� �-c� ��� ����, (���  ��0 �� ���� D$-.k�ह� ह�� 5� ��$$�� 
��+� �� �� D$-�
* ��$� ��ह�� ह�� �� ह� 9?�� �� 2�&"$� ���� ह� �� ह� r�d� ��� �# ��$� �� 
��� 5� ��C�� �� ह�# ��: $ ��$� �> � (���  ��0 �� �
9 X�� ���*�$ �$���� �
 e
� 
�� ह
, �� �� �� ह
 5� (���  ��0 ��?���� (�  �� �� ह� �� ���� �
 l�d! ह�, �ह �� �� 
ह
$� ���ह0, ���� �
 �
� ह�, �ह �� �� ह
$� ���ह0 5� ���� ��� �� �� �� ह
$� ���ह0 
� (Gह, )T�= ��  ��& �� D�$�  �� ���n� ���� ह�� � *G���� �  
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�� �� �$6�H ��.���! (.-����) : ��$$�� M����F�� ��, (� ��$ �# ��: ��  ��0 
�
 2?$ M��8&� ह-� ह�, �ह ���� ��) ��  ��0  >� \��� �� ��I� ह� � �� 28���� �� D��$G�$ 
���� ह�� �� �
  ह-� AE�� �� ��A ह� ���� ��) ��  ��0, M��# �� �- % 2��) X�� ह� ����# M��� 
�E�� �Z����$ M��� ��$� ��   ��� �# ह�, M�# �ह�� M��.� ��$� �� ह� �
.= �
 �3�� ���� ह� �  

 ��$$�� M����F�� �ह
��, 50 ���= �� ह�  ��# ���� �0 ह� �� ��$� �� ��$� ���� 
��0 � �
9 �ह�� ह� �� ��$� ��  ��$� �� � �� 7���� ;��  �8&�� �F� 2��) �# ह�, �
9 �ह�.� 
���8&�$ �# ह� 5� �� �ह�.� �� .-���� �# ह� 5� �� X�� AE� �ह��.� �� �ह, �
 ��$ ��   �� ��$� 
�� ��$� ����� ह
.� ����$ .-���� �# �- % !�M$ X�� ह� �ह�� �e ��$= ��   �� ��(���($ ��  
���0 ��1"  �*� घ�!� ��$� ����� ह� � ��G���, �A��� ��  50 ��� ��   �� �� �ह �8&�� �� 
 $� ह-9 ह� � ह���� �ह�� 70 ���#! X�� ��+ ह� �
 D��� �� ���>� ह�,  drought prone area ह� �  
    

(K��6�L�M (�� ����� �
��� )��I���� ह��) 
 

 M����F�� �ह
��, �� ;-)� P�' � ���� ह�� �� ��$� ह� �ह ��: )-E �� 5� D  
�� ह� ���� �� �������$ ह-0 ह� � �
 �� �ह �ह� &� �� �e ��$= ��   �� �� �*� घ�!�, ��Hह 
��$= ��   �� �� �*� घ�!� ��$� ����� ह�, �ह �8&�� ह� � �z% �� ���$� 0���� X�� ह� �ह�� ��$� 
�� ��$� ह� ह� $ह, � �
. .��� %
>�� �� �ह� ह� � �3��dK ��, M�� .-���� �� ���$� 0���� X�� 
ह� �ह�� ��$� �� ��$� ह� ह� $ह, � �
. .��� %
>�� �� �ह� ह� � �9 X�� ������� ��+ ह�, �� 
���;0, ���� ��ह3� �J�8K'!, �� ����!� �� ������� ��+, ������ �ह�� 0����, ���� �.ह= �� 
ह� ह�J �N� �.���� ह� ����$ ह�J�N� �.��$� �� '�� ह
�� ? ��-�H�ह ��$ ��$� ����� ह� � 
����� ��  ��+= �# �
 (��� ह
�� ह�, �ह ��-�H�ह ��$ �� ह� ����� ह� � ���$ �# ��$� ह� ह� 
$ह, � �  ��$� ह� ह� $ह, �
 ����.� �ह�� �� ? �ह 2?$  ह-� ������ ह� � �  ��$� �ह �ह� �� ह���� 
.-���� �# �ह 2?$  ह-� ������ ह
 .�� ह� �  ��  ��f� .� �� M��� .-���� ��  ����$,�z% ��  
����$, �3��dK ��  ����$, �3��dK ��  �- % ��+= ��  ����$ ���$� .ह��9 �� ��$� ���� ह� � ��$� �� 
��$� ���$� .ह��9 �� ��$� �>�� ह� �ह 0� ह��� 1�! $��� �� ��$� �>�� ह� � ह���= ��� �ह�� 
�
 ��$� $��� .�� ह�, �ह ��$� �� �� �� ह� ? '�� �ह ��� �.ह �� ��e� ह� ? ��$� ���� ह� ? 
��e� $ह, ह�, ��$� ���� �� $ह, ?  ह-� ���� �.ह= �� ������� �
 ह� ह�, ��
��(J�-' � �� ह� � 
0� ��1 �
 ह� �ह�� ह� �� �=.= �� M`  6$� ���ह0, ��-  6$� ���ह0 � M��� ��-  6�$� ��  
��0, ���-E8�� ��  ��0 ह� ���� ;�" ���� ह�  � D�$� ��-  6�$� ��  ��0 �
 �- % M��� ��$� 
���ह0 �� �� �ह� ह� ����� Y�, �ह�� ��
��(J �-' � ��$� ����� ह� �ह�� �z���-��� ��� �� 
���$ ���� �kR ���� �.�� ह� '�=�� M$�� ह�����  �J ह
 ���� ह� � ��$� ����-���$ ��� 
�� M` �# �ह �.��$ ��  घ� ��� ���� ह� � (� ��) �� �z���-��� ��� �� �-��, �����  �$ �# 
�- % �� ��;�$� �� ��G$� ह�, M� ���$ �� �
�-�
� �ह ��
��(J�-' � ��$� ��$� ��  ���� 
ह�����  �J ह
 ���� ह�, �ह 8���  �J ह
 ���� ह�, �� $ह, ���� ह� � (� ��ह �� �8&�� .-���� �# 
 ह-� 7���� ��+= �# ह� ह���� �ह�� 0� ��+ �
 X�� ह� �����   ��� �# �ह �ह��� ह� � �ह ��+ 
Dह��� �� �#  ��� ह� ह�,  ह-� ���� �� $ह, ह�, �ह Dह��� �� �J�8K'! �� !�M$ ह�, M��� $�� 
�G�-��, �ह 
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!�M$ ह� � �G�-�� ��+ ��  ��0 �ह� ���� ह� ��, �9 �>�� �� )��� ��
 �
 5�  �.ह ��$� � 
�>�� �
  ���� �� .
�� ���
 ����$ �G�-�� �# )��� �� ����Y, �ह �ह��� ह�� .-���� �# 
��
��(J �-' � ��$� ह� � ��$� ����� ह� $ह, ह� � �- % $ह, ह�,  ह-� ���-��� �� ��$� �� (�$� 
����1 ह� � �ह�� ��$� �� ��: ह
 �ह� ह� � ���� ��� �# ���� �� ���� ह� � �ह�� ��
��(J ह� 
��
��(J ह� � ������� ��$� ह� � ��
��(J ���� ��$� ���-��� �� ��$� �>�� ह� � �e-�� ��$ �
 
8$�$ ��$� ��  �� ह� $ह, ह� � �ह�� ��$� �� ��$� �� $ह� ह� �ह�� 8$�$ ��   �� �
 ��� �ह� �ह�� 
��C�� �# 0�-�
 !�(� ��$� ����� ह� � D.� 0� !�(� ��$� $ ���� ...(<� =��)... 

 �� �$! 
7� ��4�(���8&�$) : �� ��1 ���$8!� &�, ��$� '�� ���� ?  

 �� �� ��6�H ��.���! : ��$� '�� ����, D.�  ��f�  �
 ���� @�9 घ�!� ��� ��0�.� 
...(<� =��)... 

 K��6�L�M(�� ����� �
��� ) : �� )-��9 �� ��  
��0 �  

 �� �� ��6�H ��. ���! : ���� ��� �� �
.= $� '�� ���� ? �� ���� �G�-�� ���= 
�� ���%0 �� '�� D  )��� ����0�.� �G�-�� �# ? �
 �ह�.� �� ह� )��� ����0�.� '�=�� ह� �
.= 
$� ��$� �ह- ��� ���� ह� � .-���� �# �
. �ह�� ह� �� �>�� �
  ���� �� �
, �� ������  $ ���
 � �ह 
����8&��  ��$� �>�.� � �  �� �ह  ��� $ह, ��0.� �  �� ����� �ह�� ह
.� ? ���  �� 
�� ����� ? ह� ��;�� ह� �� �
 ह���� .���  �� ह�, ह���� )ह�  �� ह�, �ह ��C�� ��  �� ह� �
 
��-$� ��  ��$���  �� ह�, ह���= ��� �ह�� �
 .���  ���� &�, �  ���(� (�$� �.� $ह,  6� &�, 
�  �� $���= ��  ��$��� �� .��� 5� )ह�  ��0 ���� &� � �� �ह, �8&�� ह� � ����$ $���= �# �� 
��$� �ह�� ह� ? M� ��� �
 $���= �# ��$� &� � �� $���= �# ��$� $ह, ह� ��ह .���� ��8�� ह� � 
�$� ���� ��$= �# 5� .���� �8&�� ह
 ��0�.� � (� ��8�� �� �$����� ह
$� ���ह0 � (���0 �� 
�ह$� ��ह�� ह�� �� ��1"  ह�J ��� �.�$� �� ��8�� �� �$����� $ह, ह
 ���� � ह���� �3��dK �� 
�
 ��+ ह�, �ह�� �Z&� ह� �Z&� ���$ �# ह� � (���0 �ह�� !�- ��� �.��� '�� ��#.� ? �ह�� ��$� ह� 
$ह, ह� � 0�  ��� ��$� $ह, ����.� � �ह�� f�� ��$� �
 �
�$� �>�.�, ����   ��* ���� , J��  ��* 
���� , ��ह� %
!� ह
 ��  >� ह
 � ह� �
.= $� '�� ���� ? �ह  �� �ह$� ���� ��$$�� ��8� �
 �� 
 ��f� .� �� %
!� ��� J�N� �
.= �� ��� ��, 2�� ��  �ह�
. �� �.�0- 40 ���#! P��Q�= �� �� 
.��� �� 5� 60 ���#! ����� �� � �
 ��$� �
�$� ��  ��0 ह�$� �-�N ) �����, ���
��$ �����, 
��� J�N�  $��0 � �-c� �ह�� ह-0 ;-)� ह
�� ह� �� ह� �
.= $� 0� ��� �# 14 ह��� ��� J�N� 
 $��0� 0� ह� ��� �# 2�� ��  �ह�
. �� � �� $ह, �ह�� ह�� �� ��1"  ����� $� ���� � �$�� $� �� 
Me�0 � �-c�  ��(0 ��) �# ���� 5� �.ह X�� ���
�$ ;>� ह-� ह
 �
 ��$�Z�� ह
 ����# 
2�� �� �ह�
. ह
 � �1� ��$� �ह�� ह� �ह� �� .-���� �# ��M! 2
$ 0����  ह-� ह� � (���0 �ह 
�  ��� �
 �  ह
 ���� ह� �   ���) ह
 � �ह��  ���) ह, $ह� ह� � ��$ ��� ��  ���) ह� $ह, ह-9 � 
D��� ह�, D*" D��� ह� � X�� ��(��� ���� ह� – 10 ��� �# 3 D���, 3 D*" D���, ��$� �� 
��8�� � (��� M��� @� �@$� �>�.� � M��� M��� D�.-D�. ��+ �# D�. ह
.� � 0� 2��) �
 
�
-��$ �
G� �#  ��!� ��0 �ह�� ��$� ��  �
�" ह
 � �ह ��$� ����� ��+= �# �� ��$� �>�.� � .-���� �# 
��8��  
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ह� �� 0� �.ह �� ����� �.ह ��$� �� ��$� �>�.� � �� ह� ��;# �� ������� ��+ �# J��  $� � 
 >� J��  �
  $$� ���� $ह, '�=�� X�� �
9 ��(! $ह,, X�� �
9 $����� $ह, ह� � ����$ �3��dK 
�# �
  $ .�� �
  $ .��, &
>� �� 5�  $�.� � �
 �ह ��:n� $ह, ह�, �ह �� �  ���.� �   ���) 
ह
.� �
 �ह�� 30-40 ���#! ��+ ��M! 2
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DR. KARAN SINGH (NCT OF DELHI): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, as 

has been stated by the earlier speaker, among the very serious problems that 

we face in the country is the drinking water crisis. Millions suffer, every year, 

from water-borne diseases, particularly, in the rural areas, and also in the 

semi-urban areas, in the jhuggi colonies. Way back in 1987, the United 

Nations Water Conference had declared that clean drinking water was a basic 

human right. It is, indeed, sad that 50 years after Independence, millions of 

our citizens are still deprived of drinking water. 

Sir, I have an NGO called the People's Commission for Environment 

Development (India), and we hold public hearings around the country, all the 

way from Himachal down to Kerala, from Gujarat to Arunachal Pradesh, and 

everywhere, without exception, the major problem is drinking water. Whether it 

is in Jammu, where the people or the women have to walk, even today, eight-

ten kilometres in order to get drinking water, or whether it is in Malwa, Indore, 

Saurashtra or Jaisalmer, it is an extremely painful problem. What are the 

reasons for this problem? They have already been mentioned. Number one is 

the growing pollution in our rivers. Our rivers were the basis of our civilisation. 

But, today, even the Ganga, the Param Pawini Ganga, which is supposed to 

purify everything, has become highly polluted. The Swachch Ganga Abhiyan, 

the Minister would recall, was launched by Shri Rajiv Gandhi when he was the 

Prime Minister. For some reason, that Abhiyan has disappeared. Tens of 

crores have been spent on it, and, yet, the water quality of Ganga has not 

improvadl With growing industrialisation, the Yamuna has become a sewer. All 

the rivers in India have become polluted. 

The second major reason is deforestation. Deforestation is one of the 

major reasons for the water crisis. It is not often realised that trees are, 

primarily, producers of water, and only secondarily, producers of wood. 
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Because, when the forest cover goes, the rain washes the top-soil away and 

the whole area becomes a desert. Tubewells have increased. Now, I believe, 

they are over 15 million, as against 4 millions in 1951, and 12 million of these 

are energised. But what is happening is, as has been mentioned just now, you 

have got to go down a thousand feet or more in order to get any water, and the 

water-table around the country is sinking rapidly. This is a very dangerous and 

disturbing trend. Sir, it is part of the global warming. We are in Delhi. Today, if 

you walk around, you will yourself see what the global warming is like. It is a 

world-wide phenomenon, but we are being hit badly by this in India. 

Sir, you have rightly mentioned about population explosion. Our 

population has now crossed one billion mark. Therefore, the need and the 

requirement of drinking water is much more than before. There is wasteful 

consumption of water. In this country, unfortunately, nobody puts off the tap. I 

am sorry to say, even in the Parliament House toilets, where one goes often, I 

go around turning and closing the taps because the people leave the taps on. 

You go anywhere in the cities, the taps are left on. It is a criminal act, and, 

especially, in a country where the people do not get drinking water. We have 

no civic sense. We have no sense of public education with regard to how to 

conserve water. This is something that our public toilets are a disgrace. These 

are some of the factors, briefly, which are responsible for drinking water crisis. 

Now, what are the solutions? Again, very briefly-because my time is 

very limited-the first one is, of course, general environment protection. Unless 

we look upon water as part of the totality of the environment, we cannot solve 

the problem of drinking water. We have to look upon it as a massive 

afforestation programme; as a massive programme of diverting the sewers 

from our rivers, treat the sewage before it goes back into the river. So, we 

need a massive programme for improving the environment and afforestation. 

Sir, you have rightly mentioned about rain harvesting, ft is a tragedy 

that we get such a lot of rain in India. We get one of the highest monsoons in 

the world; and, yet, we are not able to harvest that rain water. Every year, the 

rain water goes waste and it goes into the mud. I feel that water harvesting 

should be made essential and obligatory. All these new housing societies and 

housing colonies that are coming up 
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should have this technology. This is a low-cost technology, this is not a very 

expensive technology. But this has got to be made mandatory. The South 

Indian States, as usual, are doing better than the North Indian States. In Tamil 

Nadu, they have developed a lot of water harvesting programmes and, 

perhaps, in Kerala and Andhra Pradesh also. The south is, in many ways, far 

ahead of the north. What I feel is that we need a massive educational 

campaign in order to make the common citizen to cooperate in this process of 

water harvesting. We need to strengthen the existing programmes. You have 

mentioned some of them, the Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme, 

the Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission, the PM's Gramodaya 

Yojana where drinking water is a component. The Central Ground Water 

Authority needs to be strengthened. We have to adopt innovative, low-cost, 

technologies for waste disposal. I would like to mention here the Sulabh 

Sauchalayas, which are low-cost technology. It can be used and it is being 

used increasingly. On the one hand, you use less water for sewage disposal, 

on the other, the obnoxious system of scavenger, which has been the bane of 

our existence for so many thousands years.   Gradually, we can get rid of that 

also. 

Mr. Vice-Chairman, we must encourage breakthrough research in 

desalination technologies. There is no reason why we always have to look to 

the West for technological breakthroughs. We have some of the most brilliant 

scientists in the world. Are they working at the cutting edge of research in 

developing desalination procedures? At present, there are some; but they are 

very expensive. If we can make a breakthrough in this area, Nobel Prizes are 

waiting to be won by the scientists, or, group or team of scientists, who can 

bring about a major breakthrough in this area. Without that, ultimately, the 

human race, perhaps, is destined to disaster in the long run, because the 

population is growing; industrialisation is growing, and water resources are 

shrinking. 

Finally, Mr. Vice-Chairman, the most important element in this whole 

programme is the involvement of the people, the involvement of the State 

Governments, local bodies, municipalities, corporations, Panchayati Raj 

institutions -and NGOs. Unless there is a massive, multi-pronged, national 

programme, we will not be able to solve this problem. If legislation is required, 

it is for the Government of India to suggest the legislation. I believe a model 

Act has been circulated. But it is not enough to circulate it.  We have to move 

further. 
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Will the Minister, in his reply, assure the nation that this problem of 

providing clean drinking water to our citizens will receive top priority and there 

will be a time-bound programme to complete it by 2004 as they have promised 

and that whatever financial resources are needed whether for Madhya 

Pradesh or for any other State will be made available through the Plan 

Budget, the World Bank, the IMF and other institutions and that this major 

problem which affects the life and well being of citizens and of children yet 

unborn will finally be solved? Thank you. 

SHRI RAVULA CHANDRA SEKAR REDDY (Andhra Pradesh): Sir, 

today we are discussing the drinking water problem being faced by the people 

of the country. It is sad to know that even after 54 years of Independence, we 

have not been able to provide safe drinking water to all the habitations in our 

country. So the quality of life of the rural people has yet to be improved. 

People have been deprived of their legitimate rights. People have been 

deprived of clean drinking water. The National Agenda for Governance of the 

Central Government envisages provision of safe drinking water to ail rural 

habitations in five years. The strategy involves not only coverage of all 

habitations with safe drinking water systems but also to tackle problems of 

water quality in affected habitations. Sir, Andhra Pradesh, under the leadership 

of Shri Chandrababu Naidu, has taken up a massive programme called 'Neeru 

Meeru', i.e. 'water and you'. It is a massive programme in which many people 

are involved. The project is about desilting of water tanks, wells and other 

water sources. This programme has been taken up on a massive scale with 

the assistance extended by the State Government. Apart from this, the 

Government of India has sanctioned 58 rural water supply projects in rural 

areas of Andhra Pradesh under the Sub-Mission Programme. These projects 

were sanctioned at an estimated cost of Rs. 602 crores to provide safe 

drinking water to 4,216 affected habitations. At the time of implementing these 

projects, the cost of these projects had to be revised and the total cost 

increased from Rs. 602 crores to Rs. 872 crores, the excess amount being Rs. 

269 crores. 

Out of the excess amount of Rs. 269 crores pertaining to 47 projects, 

Rs. 71.36 crores was the cost of en-route habitations and infrastructure such 

as approach roads, staff quarters, land acquisition, etc., which may not be 

shared by the Government of India. Thus the shareable amount on revision 

would come to Rs. 198 crores, out of which Rs. 148 crores has to be 

contributed by the Government of India. 

i 
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The hon. Minister who hails from Andhra Pradesh is aware of the 

problems of Andhra Pradesh. I request him to look into the matter. The Chief 

Minister of Andhra Pradesh also met the Minister of Rural Development and 

the Prime Minister and requested them to release the amount at the earliest 

because in our State so many welfare programmes are being taken up. With 

the meagre funds available at the State level, it is desirable that the 

Government of India should come forward and extend financial support for 

completing the ongoing projects. 

Sir, a meeting was held on 19-20 October, 2001 under the 

Chairmanship of the Minister of Rural Development. They had made certain 

recommendations. Those recommendations should be considered and the 

State should be strengthened by providing drinking water to the rural areas. 

Suggestions for a National Water Grid envisaging inter-linking of rivers with a 

view to transferring surplus water available in some regions to water deficit 

areas have been made from time to time. The Government of India should re-

examine the proposal to solve the supply of drinking water problems as well 

as irrigation problems. 

For example, the river Yamuna flowing through the capital is dead all 

along its 22 km. stretch between Wazirabad and Okhla. Moreover, the drinking 

water is so polluted that the outbreak of diseases, like cholera and 

gastroenteritis, has largely been attributed to the consumption of polluted 

drinking water. If Yamuna is connected with another river, it can get enough 

water- and we can provide drinking water to all in the capital. Similarly, the 

Cauvery river inter-link can save many Southern States from water scarcity. 

Drinking water scarcity is a perennial problem in certain States like Andhra 

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan. In most places, the water table has 

sunk to dangerously low levels. The people are being enlightened about water 

conservation and water harvesting. People are even ready to labour, if need 

be, to get uninterrupted drinking water supply at the doorstep. In Andhra 

Pradesh, a Mission called the Water Conservation Mission was launched, 

under the chairmanship of our Chief Minister, Shri Chandrababu Naidu; Shri 

Annasaheb Hazare as its Vice-Chairman. They are going round the State and 

encouraging the people to involve themselves in this project. And, the 

Government is going all out to ensure that water is provided to all the 

inhabitants. Sir, apart from this, I urge upon the Government to give top priority 

to the on-going projects and I request the hon. Minister of Rural Development 

to see to it that all the projects are completed in time. 
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Sir, places like the Nalakonda District, in my State, have a peculiar 

problem. There is fluoride in the drinking water. This fluoride content is so high 

that people suffer from fluorosis and deformation of teeth, bone, etc. Action 

should be taken to supply fluoride-free water in such places. 

In the end, I request the Government of India to give priority to 

supply of pure drinking water to all the citizens of India, both in the urban and 

rural areas, at the earliest.  Thank you. 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE (West Bengal): Sir, I rise to speak 

on a very important issue concerning the daily life of all the citizens, and that is 

the supply and availability of drinking water to the overwhelming majority of our 

people, the poor, the middle class and the rich and the affluent, right at the 

doorstep of each family. In 1997, the U.N. Water Conference declared that all 

the people have a right to drinking water in quantity and quality, equal to their 

basic needs. Again, a recent U.N. meet examined the relationship between 

water and poverty. If we are serious about ensuring good public health, we 

must ensure safe drinking water. And, I must state that water, sanitation and 

hygiene are the entry points of poverty alleviation in both urban and rural 

areas. But, in India, despite all the slogans about safe drinking water, a 

substantial number of people, do not have access to it. . Sir, I do not want to 

mention the figures. But, as per the 1991 Census, the coverage of municipal 

water supply in India is stated to be over 75 per cent. But the access to in-

house connections is limited to only 35 per cent of the urban households. 

Millions of people in the countryside suffer from water-borne disease on 

account of lack of safe potable water and it is the poor who suffer more, 

because of a higher prevalence of such diseases among them. And, in our 

dear motherland, even after 55 years of independence, fetching drinking water 

from distant places by our mothers and children is a common feature. In the 

drought-affected areas, the suffering of the people can be easily imagined. 

Questions have been raised here in Parliament about the scarcity of drinking 

water in Rajasthan and many other parts of the country, including certain 

places in Delhi. News has appeared about how our mothers and children are 

passing their days in the Gujarat relief camps. 

Sir, in India, almost 90 per cent of drinking water supply in rural areas 

comes from ground water. A high stress on this system for drinking water anc 

agricultural purposes has led to a decline of 2-4 metres in ground water lev *; 
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Even in some parts of the country, it is more than four metres. In the 

urban areas, even in many metropolitan cities, supply of drinking water 

through pumped ground water is a common feature. We must abandon this 

system and quickly replace it with the surface water supply, i.e., treated river 

water supply. But the condition of all the major rivers, particularly, in the down-

stream has sharply deteriorated. In my State and constituency, we have the 

Ganga and the Hooghly. They have the problem of bank erosion, resulting in 

heavy siltation, and, in the absence of dredging, it is causing a serious threat 

even to the supply of raw surface water. The Government should immediately 

give top-most priority to that aspect. On the other hand, the water of River 

Yamuna is so polluted that I once heard the U.P. Irrigation Minister saying that 

the water of Yamuna was not fit for irrigation purposes also. 

Sir, there is a huge shortfall in urban infrastructure investment 

relating to water supply and sanitation. The India Infrastructure Report of 1996 

had estimated an annual requirement of Rs.28,000 crores, only in the case of 

urban population. Compared to that, the total allocation for the schemes 

during the Ninth Plan period was Rs. 18,624 crores only. So, what to do now? 

We must have a short-term and long-term programme. The habit of passing 

the grave national problem on to the limited resources of State Governments 

and on to the even more resource-handicapped local bodies should be 

abandoned. 

Sir, we have ample water in the form of rain. We must capture every 

drop of rain water. Where there is no river or lake, we should form water 

reservoirs and store the water. Can we imagine that Cherrapunji, with its high 

annual rainfall, suffers from water scarcity for almost six months in a year? 

The water scarcity in this hot season has taken a bad turn. In the dailies, news 

is appearing about the deplorable conditions in many States. The Union 

Government cannot avoid its responsibility by passing it on to the limited 

resources of the State Governments only. 

Sir, the other important issue is how to save the wastage. Apart from 

educating the people to prevent wastage, a technical answer is also to be 

found and pursued. 

Sir, while concluding, I would like to request the Union Government 

to discuss it with the State Governments immediately and formulate a 

common programme to deal with the grave situation. In order to deal with 
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the acute water scarcity prevailing in many States during this hot season, the 

Government is urgently requested to take up the matter with the State 

Governments on a war-footing. 

SHRI N. JOTHI (Tamil Nadu): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, as a new 

entrant to this House, I am really surprised to hear about the water shortage 

being talked about by representatives from those States which have got 

perennial rivers. Sir, during my school days, my Geography teacher used to 

ask me about the ten perennial rivers of our country. I used to keep my hands 

crossed and say, "Sir, the rivers are: Ganga, Yamuna, Narmada, Mahanadi, 

Brahmaputra, Cauvery, Tungabhadra, Krishna and Godavari." I used to 

answer like that. Sir, not a single river of this is in Tamil Nadu. We are tapping 

to the extent of hundred per cent of our resources. That is why we are 

managing. I can understand myself talking like this. But I am surprised that 

many Chief Ministers have said that drinking water, potable water is not 

available in the country. Maybe, there is some problem. But I am sorry to hear 

this. Today, I am a little shocked. Sir, when we have such perennial rivers in 

our country, then what is our contribution to the people? 

Sir, in our National Anthem, we talk about two rivers. I just quote the 

exact words, "vatsal Yamuna, Ganga", but we are not having water to drink! I 

am very sorry to hear this. Sir, we, in Tamil Nadu, have no river which 

originates in our State. We get water only during the rainy season, that too, at 

the mercy of our neighbours, with whom we want to be very friendly; I don't 

know whether there is reciprocal cooperation from their side. Mr. Naidu is 

here. He knows it very well, as he is from my neighbouring State. He is also 

the Minister in charge of this. 

We want to be very, very friendly, because we are at their mercy. For 

the city of Madras alone, we have spent a thousand crore of rupees, on 

Telugu Ganga Project../Interruptions)... 

They are also trying their level best, and I want to be very friendly 

with the Telugu Desam Party friends. Sir, we are yet to get water in reality. 

They treat Cauvery river water, which is running through Tamil Nadu, only as a 

'flood-carrying-river.' Only during the rainy season, they open the gates and 

flood us. During other seasons, they close it. I see a different attitude, all over 

India, when it comes to sharing water with neighbours. They feel happy to let 

the water into the sea than sharing it with neighbouring States. Sir, that 

tendency is definitely there. I can say that. I don't want to offend the feelings of 

some persons, and that is why I am keeping quiet. 
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My leader may feel a little unhappy, if I go a little farther. We want to 

be very friendly with others. There should be some meaning in saying 'unity of 

India', but we are not willing to share water with others. To put an end to all 

this, the only solution could be connect rivers, and make them a national 

wealth, and bring it under the control of the Central Government, not under 

the State. I am always for getting more powers to the States. I am always for 

the State Departments to have more control, and I am not in favour of the 

Central Government putting restrictions on the States, but for this one 

particular aspect. 

Rivers should be nationalised and river resources should be in the 

hands of the Central Government. The Centre should allocate the water. That 

is what I feel; I say this not because I am thirsty of water or it suits me, but, I 

feel, a national outlook is required, because neighbouring States are not 

sharing water with us. 

As far as tapping of ground water is concerned, we are, almost, 

tapping it before it could even fall from the sky. We stretch our hands 

immediately to get water, even before it could reach the earth. That much is 

the water harnessing in Tamil Nadu. This is the situation in Tamil Nadu. What 

solution the Central Government has got for us, I don't know. Mr. Karan 

Singh, the previous speaker, said that Tamil Nadu is managing the water very 

well, whereas other States are letting it into the sea. Sir, a scheme has to be 

evolved at the Central Government level so as to ask the States, which are 

letting it into the sea, to compel them to share the water with neighbouring 

States, who require it. A scheme should be evolved. Mr. Naidu, can very well 

set an example by compelling his own State to start it first. I will be happy. He 

can set the first example. 

As far as harnessing the water is concerned, there is no point in 

saying' that the water table is going down and all that.' Afforestation is very 

much important. We are destroying our forests, but we are not improving our 

forest-acreage. There are so many schemes evolved on paper but they are 

not put into practice. Sir, I am not taking this opportunity to say anything 

against the Minister, who is from my own State, Shri T.R. Baalu, but I am very 

unhappy to say about the afforestation programme. I don't know what that 

Ministry is doing. As far as our State is concerned, not even a single plant has 

been ever put on earth, even though the Minister hails from my State. We are 

lagginTg behind in the administration of forestry. There is only general 

administration than the real administration of forestry. Sir, it is a project to be 

coupled with many other departments, not only 
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harnessing of river waters, but also to see to it that the Ministry of Environment 

and Forests does a little bit in the matter. In addition, the national unity should 

be thought of in this matter. We should say to the neighbouring States, 

"Please share water with your brothers because your brother is doing so much 

to you in other matters." 

Sir, with these words, I appeal to the concerned Minister to have a 

national outlook, in the matter, because there is an urgent need for it. 

Otherwise, every summer season, we have to cry, "Please give us water." 

Thank you. 
 

�� 9ह�� ���! (.-����) : M����F�� �ह
��, ����� �� ���, �
  ह-� ह� .���� 
5� �हZ����" ��I� ह�, M���   ��� �# �
 DC������ ��: ह
 �ह� ह�, M��# �ह8�� ��$� ��  ��0 �� 
;>� ह-� ह�� 5� ��$� �-c�  
�$� ��  ��0 �
 ��� ���� ह�, M���  ��0  �� ���� ����� ह�� �  
 �ह
��, (��# �
 ��� $ह, ह�  �� �� ���$ ��  ��0 �� ��?�� ह� 5� 2����= 5� 
��>-�3*= ��  ��0 �� ��?�� ह� ����$ ��JN $� �ह ह� �� �k��� �� D��� �ह8�� ��$� �� @�� 
ह
$� ��   ����� �� ����� �# ����� �� D��� ह� � �� particularly ���� ����� �� �
I��
�� 
$ह, ��$� ��ह�� ����$ (�$� AE� �ह$� ��ह��.�  �� (� .���� ��8�� �� ��� ��ह �� F��$ 
��$� ���ह0 &�, �ह $ह, ���� .�� � �A��� ��  ���� �)�  ��$� ��   �� 5� $3 ����I�� 
�
�$�Y� ��   �� �� �� \ह�-8��$ �# X�� �9 .��� ह� �� X�� �9 )ह� ह� �ह�� ��$� �� ��$� 
M��T* $ह, ह� � ��$� ह� �
 ��1 $ह, ह� �� ह� �
A ���$� ���ह0 �
 ह� �
A $ह� ��� �ह� ह� � 
�vC��!�J ��!� ह�, 2���I� ह�, M���  ����  �������� 1� ��� ह�, M� �� ��  �� �# �f� .� � ����$ 
34 ह��� ��
> E��� ;�" ��$� ��   �� �� 5� ��) �# (�$� ���� ���) ;�" ��$� ��   �����, 
D�� �� �ह ��8�� �ह, �� �ह, ह� � ह��)� �ह �ह� ���� ह� �� �� ��7� �� ��I� ह� � 2?$ ��  
���  �# �� �� ��: ह
�� ह� �  ��, ����$ D�� ह���� ��&� 0$.�
&�  �� �ह� &� 5�  ह-� ह� 
�हZ����" �-c�� MGह=$� ���� �� �� GH ����� �  �� (��# F��$ $ह, ��.� �� X�� �
9 ��$�$ 
$ह,  $�0.� �  �� �ह ��8�� ह� ह
$� ���� $ह,  ह� � It is a common practice to 

dismiss the issue of providing water as a State issue ��7� ��� �# �� '��?�$ $� � 
159 ��  M�� �# 1 D.8�, 2001  �
 �ह �ह� .�� &� However, legal position in terms of 

Constitutional provisions is quite different. Article 256 says, "Parliament has 

exclusive power to make laws with respect to any of the matters enumerated 

in List - 1 of the Seventh Schedule -- Union List. Now, Entry 56 of List -1 of 

Seventh Schedule that is Union List reads as follows..." -- I quote -- 

"...Regulation and development of inter-State rivers and river valleys to the 

extent to which such regulation and development under the control of the 

Union is declared by Parliament by law to be expedient in the public interest. 

Entry-17, under List-2 of Seventh Schedule provides that 'water, that is to say, 

water supplies, irrigation and canals, drainage and embankments, water 

storage 
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and water power subjects to trie provisions of Entry-56 of List-1" 5� (���0 ���� 
�-c�� ह� �� Therefore, it is clear that the Central Government is conferred with 

powers to regulate and develop inter-State rivers and, therefore, I call upon 
this -Government to utilise its powers for the benefit and welfare of people 
belonging to scarcity-hit areas, ��8�� .���� (���0 ह� �� �-�$��1 �� �
 ���
!" ह�, 
M��
 �� �ह�� '�
! ��$� ��ह��.� ����# �ह� .�� ह� �� nearly one million children in 

India die of diarrhoeal diseases each year direct as a result of drinking unsafe 
water and living in unhygienic conditions. Some 45 million people are affected 
by way of quality problems caused by pollution, by excess fluoride f �����   ��� 
�# �� )���9 D�� �ह �ह� &� � Arsenic, iron or by the ingress of salt water. Millions do 

not have adequate quantities of safe water, particularly during the summer 
months, ����� �Aq ��3�� �� $� �� ���� &� � 
"In rural areas, women and girls still have to walk long distances, and spend 

up to four hours every single day to provide the household with water. With 

increasing opportunities for women to engage in productive employment, the 

opportunity cost of the time increasingly carries monetary value. If the 

opportunity cost were taken into account, it would be clear that in most rural 

areas the households are paying far more for water supply than the often 

nominal rates charged in the urban areas. These considerations are yet to 

become a part of the decision-making criteria in water supply programmes".   

The NGO, Navdanya. �
 $9 ��C�� �� �$���� ह�, MGह=$� �� (�� ��ह �� �- %  ��# �� ह�  
��� ��ह �� �ह ��8�� .���� ह� � (���   ��� �# ��+� �� �
 �� ����� ह
.� � Areas affected 

by drought are on the increase. As many as thirty of the country's total 35 

meteorological sub-divisions suffered from drought in the summer of 2001. In 

Chattisgarh, 69 lakh people in 9 out of 16 districts; in Gujarat, 291 lakh people 

in 23 out of 25 districts; in Madhya Pradesh, 95 lakh people in 32 districts; in 

Orissa, 270 lakh people in 24 districts; in Rajasthan, 330 lakh people in 31 

districts out of 32 districts; in Himachal Pradesh, 4 out of 12 districts; and in 

Maharashtra, 21 districts out of 36 districts. Ground water is being not non-

substantably exploited, particularly in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana, 

Karnataka, Punjab, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh. In areas with 

extensive monocropping, such as Punjab and Haryana, this exploitation has 

reached 100 per cent in some districts. In Mehsana, Gujarat, the rate of 

ground water exploitation has increased by 145 per cent during 1984-1992. 

The national cost of fetching water is 150 million women days each year, 

causing a national loss of Rs. 10 million per year. Ninty million days are lost 

every year due to water-borne diseases.   Eighty per cent of the children of 

India 
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suffer from water-borne diseases. Of these 7,00,000 die every year. Forty-four 
million people suffer from problems related to water quality - the presence of 
fluoride, iron, nitrate, arsenic and salinity. The sale of bottled water is 
increasing by 30 per cent a year. �  �ह ��8�� ह�, �� ह���� ह� �
 �� ��c�� ह��  �� (� 
��I� �# ����� �
 .������ �� �
�$� ह
.� � �
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 �
�$� ह� 0'�����!J E�� ��!� 
�n��9 2
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�� 
�
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ह
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 ;�� �3� �� F��$ ��$� ह
.� � �ह�� �� 
�8&�� �
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�# 4 ह��� ��
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� �� ��$ �� 7���� �' � $ह, ��$� ��ह��, ����$ �
 �- % �-c�� ह�, ;�� �3� �� ��\�. �v!� 
q�(��� ��   ��� �#, MGह# �� ����  ��F�� �� ��$$�� ��+� �ह
�� ��  ���$� �;$� ��ह��.� � There 

is an urgent need for effectively implementing water harvesting schemes, �����  
 ��� �# )-E �# ह� ��q ��� &�, and, particularly, rain water, so that the ground water 

table could be brought up. Major rivers of the country are required to be 
connected with each other, so that a water grid can be established, and water 
can be supplied to scarcity-hit areas from such grids, via a network of canals. 
There is a need to encourage traditional methods of water storage like lakes, 
wells, and water tanks. Nowadays, there is a tendency to level out such 
structures for real estate purposes. Prohibition must be imposed on such 
activities. Drinking water must be supplied through pipelines, where there is no 
source of water, and efforts should also be made towards exploring new 
avenues for finding out the source. Important and crucial projects like Sardar 
Sarovar Yojana must be given prime importance. Possibility of employing 
innovative technologies like reverse osmosis, membrane technology and 
desalinisation plants ;�� �3� �� �z% 0���� �# 5�  ����.ह �� �ह ��$� �� �E�� ह� � 
�- % )-E ह-� ह�, M��
 �.� ���$� �� �E�� ह�, for converting saline and non-potable 

water into potable water has to be explored for implementation in coastal and 
no-source areas. I believe that even the economic viability of such technologies 
will compare favourably with that of laying long distance pipelines and creating 
pumping facilities. The Central Government should provide huge financial 
resources to local self-government bodies, and make it a joint effort. '�=�� �� 
������ N�-�$������!� ��  ��� ���� ह� $ह, ह� � �  �� M$��  ��� ���� $ह, �0.� �  �� ���� 
x��� �� �
 M$��  ��0 �
�$�0� ह� �� ��.�
 �� ह� �ह ���#.� 5� M$�� (Nn���#!�)$ ��$� 
�-�?�� ह
 ��0.� �  
 
 �� ���� �- % �-c�� &� �
 ��$# ����  5� ��$ �# ���$� �;�  ह� �   ह-�- ह-� *G���� � 
  
 �� ���,� ��� (M�� 2��)) :  M����F�� �ह
��, ��$� �� ���� ���� �� 
��G�.� ��  ��0 �  �� �E�� ���� ह� � ��$� �� �� ह���� ��$� ��  ��� ह� $ह, ���,  �C�  ह���� 
;�$� ��  ��0 �� ��� ���� ह� � �� �3� �� ���$ ��  $��� �� ��$� 5� �- % ��1 $���
 �� ��$� 
�
 ह� ���� ह� ����$ f�� �� ��$� 5� $��� �� ��$� ह� D�$� ;��= �# (8����� ���� ह� � (���0 
��$� �ह� �� ��$� �� ���� (���$ �� ��G�.� ��  ��0  ह-�  
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�हZ����" ह� � �ह ���� )��� ��� ह� $ह, ह-� 5� $ (��
 ह� ��$� �� 2��� ���� .�� � 
�  �ह .�� �� �3�� ��� ह�5� �ह,-�ह, ����� ��   ��� �# �  �
. ���! �� �>�� ह� �
 
��[����#! �# 0� �� � ��  ह� �%>�� ह�, M���  D���� �
9 �-8���� (��A�� $ह, ह
�� � �� GH 
����� ��$� ��  ����� �#  ह-� D�ह�� ह� � �� �3� �� �ह  
� ���� ह� �� �ह ��7� �� ��I� ह�, 
ह� �- % $ह, �� ���� ह� � �9 �.ह ��$� ��  ����� �� ह� � $���= ��  ��$� ��  ����� �ह, �$:!� 
5� ����$�J-  ��   �� �#, �ह, �Gw 2��) 5� �$:!� ��   �� �#, �ह, �F� 2��)  $�� .-����, 
�ह���dK, ���8&�$ ��   �� �#, (*� M�� �# ���-� ��-$� �
 �� ����  ���� , ह������ 5� M�� 
2��) ��   �� �# 5� ���-��� �
 (�$� ���  
�� �-$$� �
 ����� ह�  �� ;�$ �� *���  ह 
��0.�, ����$ $�� �� ��$� $ह, ��0.� � D�� ह���� ����$�J-  ��  ��+  
� �ह� &� �� ह���� �ह�� 
��$� ��  ��$� ��  ह-� ���! ह�, ;�� �3� �� ��G$9 �#, ����$ �� ��$�� ह�� �� �  ����J���� �
 ��$� 
��$� ��  �� Me�� ह� �
 �ह�� �� �� $��-��ह ���
>� ���� ह� �  
 
 ��7� ��� �# M�c�� ह� 5� �� GH ����� D�ह�� �� ��ह �ह�� ह� � �ह �ह�� ह� �� 
ह���� ह�& �# �- % $ह, ह�, �ह ��7� �� ��I� ह� � �ह
��, �ह �
$� ��C�� �#  �e�� ���$� ��$= 
�� �
�� ��0.� � �ह
��, ��$� (���$ �� \��.� �� 0� �हZ����" ���� ह� 5� ��$� $ �� GH 
����� $� ���� ���� ह� 5� $ ��7� ����� $� ���� ���� ह� � �ह �
  �- ��� $� ���� ���� ह� � �� 
��$�� ह�� �� ��7� �����# $ह, ��$�.�, ����$ �ह, $ �ह, �
 �;� ��$� �>�.� � �ह
��, ह� �� 
ह� �� �
. �;� ���� ह� �[ K�)$ ��e����, (� 7���� $ह, � ����$ �;� ��$� �>�.� '�=�� 
�-c� ��� ह� �b 1946-47 �� 5� �ह�� �b 1930-32 �# �
 ��) �� � ��� &�, M� ��  ��0 ���$� 
��$� $���= �#  ह�� &�, ���$� ��$� ����$ �� �.��� &� 5� M� ��� )��� 10-15 ��
> �� 
� ��� �ह� ह
.�,����$ �� �� M�$� ह� ��$�  ह�� ह�, M�$� ह�  ���� �� ��$� ��� ह�, �
 
'�� �� M� �� 2 �*$ �� �� ��7�= �
 , ���= �
 �� %
!�-%
!� (��(�= �� %
>#.� ? �ह 
;��$��  �� ह
.� � �ह
��, �� ;�� �3� �� ���$ ��  $��� ��  ��$� ��   ��� �# �ह�� ह�� �� ���$ 
��  $��� �� ��$� �
 �
. (8����� �� �ह� ह�, M� �# 0� D���*�k�� � .�� ह� � ���$ ��  f�� ��  
��$� �� D.� ह� �
9 $����� ह��� ��# �
 ह� �� �����*� �-���� ����� 13����� 
�������� \ह� �� ���$� ह� �1�Y� �# ���.�,  ����$ ���� ��  $��� ��  ��$� ��   ��� D.� ह� �
9 
D���* ��# �
 ह���� f�� �-���� ���0 ��$� �� �
9 *��� $ह, ह�, �
9 ��$�$ $ह, ह� � 
M����F�� ��, ��$ �
 �� �ह�� ह���� घ� ह� 5� ह� $� M� �# �� ��� ;-��� ���� �� ��\�. ��! 
�.�� ���� � �
 ह���� घ� ��  ��$� �� ह� 50 घ� $��� �
 ��$�  6 �ह� ह�, �ह ��\�. ��! �� ;,� 
�#.� � �ह
��, ह� �� ��  ������ �� ����$ ���� ��. ��0� �
 �-��� ��� �# J�� ���� ह�, 
����$ �� �� ���$ �� ��$� �-�� �# �
 ह���� f�� �
9 ���"��ह� $ह, ह
 ���� � (���0 �� 
�� GH ����� �� ���. ���� ह�� �� �
 ���$ ��  $��� ��  ��$� �� �
ह$ ह
 �ह� ह�, (� �
 D���* �� 
a��� �# ��$� �� �� �
�)) ����0 � (� �� �* �# �
9 ��$�$  $�(0 � �ह �ह�� �� %
> 
����0 �� ह� $� ��7� �����= �
 0� �8����� ��-" ��! ���� ह�, ��7� �����# M�� ��$� �� $ 
��$# � �ह
��, ह� $� �9  �� �8����� �6� ह� ��� �# �� �ह�� ह� �� �ह���dK �� ����� ह���� 
�- %  ��= �
 ��$�� ह�, ���$ ����� �
9 ��7� ����� $ह, ��$�� ह� � �ह
��, �  ��) ���� 
ह-� &� �
 ह� 40 ��
> &� 5� �� 115-120 ��
> ह
 .0 ह�, ����$ ��$� M�$� ह� ह�  �C� �ह 
�ह�� ��  
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 ह-� 7���� .��� ह-� ह� �M����F�� �ह
��, ����  �� ;��� � ह������ �� ;��� 5� �ह�� ��  
�¡�$ ��  $��� ��  ��$� ��   ��� �#  ह-� ��: ह
�� ह�, ����$ M� �# ��� $ह, ���$� ����$ ��� .0 
ह� � �ह�� ���$ �
 �ह�� �� f�� &� 5� ��$� .��� ह�, ����$ .ह$ ;��� ह
�� ह� � �ह
��,  ���� 
��  �3�� �# M�� ���� �� %$�� �  ��$� $��� ���� ह�, �
 �ह�� ;�� �>� ह�, ����$ �>� ह� �
 �ह 
��$� ह���� ��ह� �� D�� J���.� �� $ह, ? �������  6�$� ��  ��0 ��ह� �ह .�ह� �� ह
 �� *�$ �� 
ह
, ह� ;�� �� (8����� ��#.� �� $ह� ? �
 �1� ��$�  ���.� 5� A��$ �# �T� ह
.� � ����$ 
M����F�� �� ����  ���� �� ��$� �� ���$ �� �T� $ह, ह
�� � �
 ��$�  ���� ह�, M� �� 
65-70 ���>� ��$� ��-H �#  ह ���� ह� 5� �� �� 30 ���>� ��$� ह���� ���  ��� ह� � �1� ��$� 
���$ ��  ���� ��� ���� ह� �� $�� �.��� �# ��� ���� ह� '�=�� ����  �
 D  �ह� $ह, ह� � �ह�� 
���$� ������ �
. &�, MGह=$� ���� = �� �TA� �� ���� 5� ;��� �� �ह� ह� �� M� �� ���$ 
 $�� ���� ह� � ����� $� ��� �� ���� � �� ����  $�� �� �
9 ��� �ह, $ह, ह� � ह�  ह-� 
e�� �� ��;�� ह�, ह� ��$� ��  ��" �
 (���0 �� 7���� ��$�� ह�, M����F�� �ह
��, �� �  ह� 
t���ह�#,  ��ह�# ��W �# �6�� &� �
 ह���� घ� �� �-� � .�� ��  ��$
 �# �e  �� ��   �� ��; ���� 
&�, (���0 ह� � ���  ��-�z���  �C!� ��$� ;,��� D�$� ��� ��  ��0, D�$�  �� ��  ��0,D�$� 
���� ��  ��0 �; ���� &� � ������ �� 0� �
  �� ह
�� &�, M$��  ;�$� ��$� ��  ��0 �� �;�� &� � M� 
�- �� �# �e  �� ��   �� ���> ह
 ���� &� � �ह ��" ह����  ह-� ��$= �� ह�, .�� ��  ��$= �� ह� � 
�9  �� ह� �
��� &� �� (��� �1�9 �� ��0 � ��� ��� �� ��, �GHह �GHह ��� �� M��# �� 
���� �$���� ���� &�, �
 �
 ��� ��� ���� &� �  

 M����F�� �ह
��, ���. �� ���� ह� �� $���= �� �1�9 ��� �
, ���� = �� �1�9 
���� �
,  ह-� .�� �� .�� ह�, &
>� ��� �� ��0.�, ����$ D1��= ��  ��$= �� ��� �� $ह, 
�#.�� � �ह �1���, �
 .���� �#  �e� ह�, �� ($��  �� $ह, �� �ह�  �C� �
 ���= �# ���'!�, 
(����$�� �.��ह ह� M$��  �� �� �ह� ह�� � �ह �
��� ह� �� �� ��;� �
 �� ��$= ��  ��0 ��� ह�, 
M���   ��  �� ��0.� �
 �  e�J� ह
 ��0.�, �
9 $ह,  
��.� � �ह ��$ ह
 .�� ह�, �ह 
�हG�-8��$ �� $3��)�ह� �� �
� ह
 .9 ह� � (�� ��ह  �6 ��  ��$= �# �ह� ��$ ह� �� �� ��$= 
��   ��  �6 �� ��$� ��� ��0.�, �
9 (� �� हC�� $ह, ���0.�, �� ��$= �� �-� �ह� ��0 � 
&
>�  ह-� ��� �� ���� ह� � �ह �1� ह� ��� � �ह� ह� �  

 M����F�� �ह
��, �9 ��+= $� �ह� ह� ��  z�#  ���� �>�� ह�, ��$� �# �9 ��ह ��  
����$ ह
�� ह� � $��
Z��  �- ��  �e�  ह�, D.�  $��� �� .�.� $�� �� ��$� ����  
�� �# �; 
���� ��0 �
 M��# ���� ��� ��, ��� ��� �� ��>� $ह, �>�� ह�, ����$ �  �ह, .�.� $�� 
 �.�� �# ���� ह� ����� $��  $ �� �
 M���  $��� �
 ��$�  ह�� ह� M��� �
 ���� $ह��� ह� 
M$�
 ��>� ��  �
. ह
 ���� ���� ह�, ����� ���� ���� .�.�  �6� ह
 ���� ह�,  $��� �� .�.� 
���$ �ह�� ह� �  -6��� �# �
 �
. �.�� ह�, M� $�� �
 �� �
. �. .��, �����  ��$� �
  
�� �# 
�;$� �� �e ��� ��, �� ��� �� ��>� $ह, �.��� �ह ��$� �� �� ���+ ह
�� ह� �  
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M����F�� �ह
��, ����� ��
�� ��   ��� �# �� )-��9 ��  ह-� �
� ��  
� �ह� &� � 
�ह �
 ��7� ����� �� ��ह�# ह-� ���� ह�, �ह�� D�$� D�$� 8��&" ��  ��0 ��� ह
�� ह�, ����$ 
�ह ���� ह� � ह��
 ��� ह�, ��$ ��$= ह� �F� 2��) ��  �-x���+� �� � �� J���� &� �� (�  ��* 
�
 &
>�  6�$� �
, ��$� �.� ��$� �
, �.� ���8&�$ �� ह�, �
 �ह ���� $ह, ह
�� &� � ह��
 �ह 
�� ��� ह� �� �  ह�$� .-���� �� ����� �
 �ह�, �-x���+� $� �ह�, �� ह���� �ह�� ��(�-��($ 
� ��$� �
 ह� �
9 ��� D�$� �� � �# )-E ��#.� �
 .-���� ��  �
.= $� �ह� �� �-Nह��� �� � �# ��(� 
��($ $ह, �� ���� ह� � �ह 0� 2�k�� ह
�� ह�, �3�� �
 ���! �� �;$� �� (���$� 2�k�� ह
�� 
ह� � ह���� ��� �
 �3�� ह
.� �
 M�� ह� D�$� ��0 �%�� �� �;#.� � ����$, �ह (���$ �� 
\��.� �� ���� ह�, (���0 �� � �� ��ह� �� f�� Me�� �
�$� ह
.� 5� (�� �� GH �� ��ह� 
�# ��$� ह
.� �  
 
 M����F�� �ह
��, �� ��%��  ��-�z��� ��� �� (��ह� �� )ह� �� 0�.��.ह
�� 
�$� �.� &�  �C� 5� 7����, ��� ��� �� �
���� �# �$� �.� &� � ह���� �ह��  -����;�J �� 
�ह�>� ह� � �ह�� �� �
. ��$�� %
>�� ��. ���� ह� 5� ��$�� � $� ��$� ��  �� ���� ह� � �
.= 
�
 ��$� $ह, �����, (���0 D�$� (���� %
> �� )ह� �� ��1 ��� ��� ह� �  ���� ह
��, 
��$� ह
��, c���� ��, ����  -�#�;�J ��$� ��  �'�� �# �> ���� ह� � ह� ��� .��� ��  ��$= �# 
�ह�� ��  ���'!�, �ह�� ��  �n��$ �
 �
. घ���� ह� 5� �ह�� D�*���� ��$� ��  !��� ���� ��� ह� � 
�� �� (� ��ह ��� ���.� ? �� ह� $ह, ���� � 0�  �� ह�$� �
�� �� �Z&� �$��� ��  ��$� 
�$��� ���� ��0 '�=�� �Z&� ��  $��� �� ��$� ह� � �ह �
 �&���� (����  �# �
. ��$� ��  �� 
���� ह�, M$�� �� �ह$� ��ह�� ह�� �� �Z&� ��  $��� �� ��$� ह�, �Z&� ;-����� �� ��$� �$���� 
�� ���� ह� �  ह-�  >� �)�$ ह
�� ह� � �
 ह�$� 4-6 �.ह ;-����� , M� ����� $� �ह�� �� 
$ह, ���� �� ���� ���� �� � �ह  ह-� ह� �-�:t����" �8&�� ह� � D�� �
 ��7� �J �ह� ह�, ����$ 
��$� �� ���! ��� ��ह ��  6 �ह� ह�, (�  ��� �# 0� ��)"�$� $� �ह� &� �� �ह ��?� �-R �� 
E� �� ��.� � (���0 D�$� �ह�� ��  ��$� ��   ��� �# �� �
��0 �  ह-� �� $����� ह� �
 �9 ��)= �� 
 ह�� ��� ह� � �
9 ��$ ��  ह�� ��� ह� � .�.
+� �� �हG�-8��$ �# $ह, ह�, ��-$
+� �� 
�हG�-8��$ �# $ह, ह�, ��$ ��  ह�� ��� ह� � �
9 ����8��$ ��  ह�� ��� ह�, �
9 $���� �� 
 ह�� ��� ह� � ��$� ��  ���� �� ह� D.� D�$� ��7� ��  ����� �# �घ��� �>�� �ह#.� �
 ����� 
��) D�$� ��dK ��  ����� �# �घ��� '�= $ह, �>#.� ? ह��
 D�$� ���� D��$� �>�.� � �� 
��ह��.� �� ���$ ��  $��� �� ��$� �$���$� ��   ��� �# 0� �x� ��$�$  $$� ���ह0 � (�$� �x� 
�ह�� ��  $�(0 �� ��*� ह� ��� ��� �#, ����$ �
 �
9 �� !�� ��� �� ��N�. ��! �.��� ह�, 
M���  f��  ���) ह
$� ���ह0  �� �ह�� �ह D�$� ����� 5� D�$� ���'!� �� ����)$ ��, �  
�ह �.�0 � ����� 5� ���'!� ��  ��� �����9 ����. �� �� ����. ��  (�$� (����$�� ह
$� 
���ह0 �� �� ���� ��# �� $��� ���$� ��� �� ��$� ह� 5� �ह ���$� ��� ��  ��$� �
 2����� 
���.� � (���   �� �� D.� �
9 �
�-� �"8�� ���� ह� �
 �
-��� ��� ��   �� 6 �ह�$� �� ��� 
�� ��� ��  ��& ��$�$  $�$� �>�.�, ��� A��$ ��  $��� ��  ��$� �� �
ह$ �
�� �� ���� ह� �  
 
 ����� �� ��!� )�J ��   ��� �# �ह$� ��ह�� ह�� �� �ह���dK �#, �-N 9 �.��ह �# �ह  ह-� 
�1� ह-� ह� � ह���� �ह�� �� ��dK��� ��$ �# �ह  >� �1� ह-� ह� 5� �
 �ह��  
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6.00 p.m. 
 
��$� �.��� ह� �
 M��� M$��   .��� �� ह������  ह-� Dz%� ह
�� ह� � ���= �# �� ह-� ह� � X�� 
$ह, ह� , �� $ह, ह-� ह�, �ह,- �ह,  (��� 2�
. �� ह-� ह� � �� ��%$� ��ह�� ह�� �� ���$� ह���� 
0�.��.�� ���$8!� �
.= ��   �.�� ह�, ($ �� �ह (����� �� 2�
. $ह, ह
 ���� ? '�= ($�
 
;��� �;� .�� ह� ? �ह ��$� �� ��� �
 $ह, �0.�, ����$  �.- .��� �,�$� 5� ह�&-�-�ह *
$� 
��  ��� �
 �0.� � �ह �
 ह���� D���{�� ���� �ह�>� ह�, �ह�� ��$� � C�- � $ह, �6�� � M*� 
 ह-� ��  �.�� ह� ��$ �� �ह (����� ���� �� ���� ह�, ����$ ह� �
. $ह, �� ��0 � ...(��� 
�� घ�!�)... 
 

M����F�� �ह
��, �-c� (� ��I� �� �N � $ह,  
�$� ह�,0�-�
 �-c�� ह� ��$� &� � 
0� �
 �x� ��$�$  $� 5� ����� �� GH �
 ��1-��1 ��7�= �� �ह ��$� ���ह0 �� �हG�-8��$ �� 
�$�� �� �� �-Nह��� ह� $ह�, ह���� �� ह� � D.� �ह ��$� � $� ��$� �.� �
 M��� �ह1�A� �� 
��N�� ह���� �� ह� 5� �ह �A� �� ��
 �� �ह ��7� �� ��I� ह�, ��$� ��  D��� �# �� GH ���� 
�
 ��$� $ह, ��.� 5� �E�� �>�.� �
 �>� �� �>� ��$�$  $��� M$�� �ह1�A� ���.� � 
*G���� �  
 
 �� ����7B !�I(M>���): ��$$�� M����F�� �� � �� �ह�� �� ���� ���� 2�! 
��$� ��ह�� ह�� �� ��$� �-c� ��$ �# D�$�  �� �;$� �� ��� ���� � �� (� ��$ �� 0� $�� 
��8� ह��, (� $��� �ह�� M��8&� ��� ��8�= �� �ह�
. �� ���$�  ����  ह�� �   
  

M����F�� �ह
��, ��� ��I� �� ह� ��: �� �ह� ह�, �ह  ह-� .���� ��I� ह� � 
8��4�$�� ��  54 ���  �� �� ह� (� ��) ��  $�.���= �� ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� �� ह� $ह, 
�$��� ��0 � �� �$-d� ��  ��0  ह-� ��?�� ह�, �� ह� ���$ ह�, 0�¢ ��  ��  � $� �$-d� �� 
$ह, ���� � �ह
��, ��� ��� �� GH �# 0$J�0 �� ����� �9 &�, MGह=$� D�$� $�)$� 0�#J� 
1�� .�$�� �# ���C� ���� &� �� ह� ���� ��� ��  D��� (� ��) �� ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� �� 
ह� @� �@ �$���#.� 5� (���  ��0 ���" 2��� ��#.� � ����� $� (���  ��0  ह-� ���� ���"q� ��0, 
�
�$�0�  $�9, �
�$�Y� �� �-1� �� ��� �ह� ह� ����$ ����� ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��I� ��7� 
�����= ��  D*�$ ह�, (���0 �
 �� �� GH ����� �� �
�$�  $�� ह� M���  ���:G��$ �� 
����Z� ��7� ����� �� ह
�� ह�, (����0 ���-��� �
 �
�$�0�  $�� ह� �� e�� ��� �� �
.= 
��  ��� $ह, �ह- �� ���� ह� � �ह
��, �� �$���$ ��$� ��ह�� ह�� �� �� �
 �� �ह���� �� ($ 
���"q�= ��  ��0 �
 �� *$ ��7� �����= �
 ���� ह�, �� �ह �-�$�?�� ����0 �� �ह *$ ��� 
�� ;�" ह
�� ह� �� $ह, 5� ��� ���"q� ��  ��0 ���� .�� ह� , M� �� ;�" ���� ���� ह� �� 
$ह, �  
 
 M����F�� �ह
��, �
�$� ��  ���"G��$ �# ���� ह
$� ��  ���� �
.= �
 �
 ��� 
���$� ���ह0, �ह MGह# $ह, ��� ���� ह� � �� X�� 2��) �� ��� ह��, ��� 2��) �� 47 ���#! �$�� 
.�� � �� ��;� ��  $��� �ह�� ह� � M� 2��) �# ह� ����� ��� ��;� �>�� ह� 5� ह� ����� ���  �6 
��� ह� � (�$� ह� $ह,, @�9 ��� �ह�� ��� 2��� �� ��1�$ M>��� �# ��� &�, M� ��1�$ �� 
ह���� 2��) �� ���� D&"P��8&� ����� .9 &� � �� M>��� ��  �
. ($ 2��k ��� �����Y� �� 
�> �ह� ह� � (���  ��& ह� 2��) ��  D�*���) ��.  
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�# ��$� ��  ��$� �� .���� ��8�� ह� � ��)�I�� ��?��� ��. �# ��$� ��  ��$� �� .���� ��8�� ह�, 
�ह�� �� �� ��$� ��  ��$� ��  ��0 �
.= �
 5-5 ���
��!�, 10-10  ���
��!� �� ���� ��$� 
�>�� ह� �  
 
 M����F�� �ह
��, ह���� 2��) ��   ह-� ���� ��+= �# ��$� ��  ��$� �� P��8&� ����� 
��.�� ��  ��F�� �� �� �� ���� ह� � (��# ह�# ����� �>�� ह� �� ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� ($ ��+= �� 
���$� .���� ह� � �ह
��, ��$� ��  ��$� ��  D��� �# (� ��+ �# �
. .��� ��$� ��$� �
 ���) ह
�� ह� 
5� (���  ���� �9 2��� ��  �������� 1� ��� ह� �  
 
 M����F�� �ह
��, D�� ह�� ह� �# �
�$� ��
. $� $�)$� ह��$ ���
�"  J�����#! 
�� 0� �-8�� 2���)� �� ह�, M��# �� �ह� .�� ह� �� M>��� ��  �� �� 32 ���#! �
.= �
 
8�z% ��$� �� ��$� M��T* ह�, �  �� ��dK�� 5�� 62 ���#! ह� � (���0 M>��� �� �8&�� 
 ह-� .���� ह� � �� GH ��  V��� 28����� �
�$�Y� �
 *$ ��  D��� �# ��7� ����� e�� 2��� �� 
�q���G�� $ह, �� �� �ह� ह� � (� 2��) �� �[&� �8&��  ह-� ह� ;��  ह� 5� (���  ���� 
��\�. r��! �� �
 *$ ह�, �ह e�� ��� �� $ ��$� ��  ���� ���� �
�$� �� ���:G��$ e�� @�. 
�� $ह, ह
 �� �ह� ह� � (� 2��� ��7� �� �[&� �8&�� ;��  ह
$� ��  ���� ��$� ��  ��$� �� 
���"q� ��%>�� �� �ह� ह� � 
 
 �ह
��, �� �� GH ����� �� D$-�
* �E� .� �� �� GH ����� $� ��� 2��� r�� �>� 
�
�$� �� ���"q� D�$� ह�& �# ���� ह�, M�� 2��� 2��) ��  8�� �� X�� ���"q� ह�& �# ��0 
��0� 5� ($ ���"q�= �
 100 2��)� �� GH�� ���"q�= ��  E� �# ���� ��0 �&� ($ ���"q�= ��  
��0 ���$� *$���) �� �E�� ह
, �ह 100 2��)� *$���) �� GH ����� M��T* ���0 � ���� 
��G��� ह� �� X�� ��$� �� ह� ��7�= �# (� ��8�� �� ���*�$ ह
 ��� .� �  
 
 M����F�� �ह
��, �� ��) �# 40 ���#! ��$� �� ��$� �� ��� �� ह�J���= ��  
��F�� �� � �ह� ह� ����$ D.� �� .3� �� ��;# �
 ($ �� �� �= �# �� �.�. 50 2��)� 
�� ��� M��� �;-�;�� ��  D��� �#  �� �>� �ह�� ह� � ��$� �� 8�� �$���� �.� �ह� ह� 5�  ��� 
�
 �� ��C� ह�, M$�� �� ���-��� ��$� $ह, ��� ���� ह� �(��� 0� �-x� ���� M� D��� �# 
�.��= �� ��!$� �� ह� � �
.= V��� D�*�*-�* ��> ��!$� �� ��.� ���n� ह
�� �� �ह� ह� 5� (���  
���� ��$� �� 8�� $��� �.��� �� �ह� ह� � (���  ��0 �� GH ����� �
 �
9 �
�$�  $�$� ���ह0 
5� ��.�= �
 ��!$� ��  ��EV �e
� �� �e
� ���"��ह� ��$� ���ह0 � (���  ��& ह� ����� 
�
 ��-8�� �
 f�� Me�$� ��  ���"q�= �� �� F��$ ��$� ���ह0 � ��!� )�J ��$���#! �� �1� 
��(��!�1� E1 ��!� ह�����8!. ���� ���"q� �
 2
Z��ह$ ��$� ���ह0 � (� ��� ��  ��0 .�� 
������ ��.e$= �� �� �ह���� ��$� ���ह0 5� .�� ������ ��.e$= ��  ��F�� �� (� ��� �# 
�
.= �� �ह���.��  6�$� ���ह0 �  
 
  M����F�� ��, ($ �  ���"q�= �
 D�� �# ��$� ��  ��0 �=.= �# ��.E��� ��$� 
 ह-� �E�� ह� � �ह ��� �� �� .�� ������ ��.e$= ��  ��F�� �� ह� ह
 ���� ह� � (���0 ����� 
�
 ($ ���"q�= �
 .�� ������ ��.e$= ��  ��F�� �� e�� �� ���$� ���ह0  
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M����F�� �ह
��, �� �1� 0�  �� ����  ��F�� �� �� GH ����� �� D$-�
* ���� ह�� 
�� �ह M>��� ���� .��  2��) �
 2�&����� ��  �*�� �� �ह�
. �� � �-c� �)� 5� ���" 
��?��� ह� �� ����� (�  ��� �# M��� F��$ ��.� � �� �ह �
 ��: ह
 �ह� ह� �-c� ��?��� 5� 
�)� ह� �� �$� ���� ��$= �# (� .���� ��8�� �
 ह� ��$� �# �ह �ह��� ह
.� � *G���� �  
 
 ��. �����  6����� (� ह��) : ��$$�� M����F�� ��, �� ���� *G���� ���� ह�� �� 
��$�  ह-� ह� �हZ����" ��I�, ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� ��, �£�� 2��N� �� � �9 ��$$�� 
��8�= $� ����� �� F��$ (� Y� ��k d! ���� ह� � �$-d� �� �- % ������  -�$���� ��8��0� 
ह
�� ह�, ��?����0� ह
�� ह�, ��$�# �
!�, ��>�,���$ 5� (���   �� �)��, 8��8�� 5� 
����� ��8��0� ह� � ������ �$�?�� ��a ��  �e� ह-0 ह�, ह� �
. ($�� ��I� ����� &�, �� ��I� 
��$� ��  ��0 ह���� ��+ �# ���� &�, ह���� $��� �ह� ह�, D�� �� $��� ह� � �� ह�# $��� ���� &�, �
!�, ��>� 
5� ���$, ���. �ह� ह� �हG�-8��$ ��� $ह, M��# ��$� �ह�� �ह .�� � )��� M� ��� �
�� .�� 
ह
.� �� �  �
!� ����.� �
 M���  ��&-��& ��$� �� ����.� � M� ��� X�� �C�$� $ह, �� .9 
ह
.� �� ����� ��  54 �I" ��   �� �� ह� D�$� ��) ��  $�.���= �
 ��$� ��  ��0 )-V ��$� �-ह��� 
$ह, ��� ���#.� � �ह �-;� 5� �-�:t����" �8&�� ह� �  
 
 �ह
��, ह� ह� �I" (� ��$ �# (� ��I� �� ��: ���� ह� � ����� �
9 �� ह
, ���� 
�� ��!� �� ����� ह
, �� GH �� ����� ह
 �� ��7�= �� ����� ह
, M$�� ����Z� ह
�� ह�, 
M$�� ��� ��ह� ह
�� ह� �� D.� ह� �=$= !�(� �
!� $ह, �� ��# , ���� )��� �
 ��>� $ह, �� 
��# , �ह$� ��  ��0 घ� $ह, �� ��#  �
 �� �� �� ��$� ��  ��0 ��$� �
 M��T* ��� �# �  
 
 M����F�� �ह
��,(� ��I� �� �
 ��$� ��: ��N� �� ह�, M���  ��0 �� 0�  �� 
�1� �� ���
 *G���� ��$� ��ह�� ह�� � X��  �� $ह, ह� �� (� Y� ����� $� F��$ $ह, ���� ह�, 
$3�� ����I�� �
�$� �# (� �¤� �
 F��$ �# �;� .�� &� �� ��) ��  ��� .���= �# ��$� �� ��$� 
M��T* ����� ���� � (� ����� ��  ��dK�� 0�#J� �# �� X�� �ह� .�� ह� �� 2004 �� ��� 
r����  �8��= �# ��$� �� ��$� �-ह��� ��� ���� ����.� � ��$� �� ��: �� &� �� (Gह=$� D�$� 
��$�1� 8!= �# �ह� ह� �� ह� (�  �� �
 �-�$�?�� ��#.� �� D.�� ���� �I" �# ��� .���= �# ��$� �� 
��$� M��T* ����� ���� � �ह
��, ह���� �ह�� �I: �� ��� $ह, ह� � ह���� �ह�� �� ��$��$ �# 
Dz%� �I: ह
�� ह� � (���   ����� �� ह���� �ह�� ��$� �� ��$� $ह, ह�, ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��� ह�  � 
X�� �. �ह� ह� �� ���$� ह� ��ह�� ह� �� (� ��8 �� �� ���*�$ ��#, M�$� ह� ��8�� .���� 
ह
�� ��� �� �ह� ह� � r���� ����� ��+��� �� ���� ह� �� 95 2��)� �� D�*� ��+= �# ��$� ��  
��$� �� ����� ह
 .�� ह� ��$� ��$� �� ��$� �-ह�� ����� �� �ह� ह� � � ह�� ��   ��� �# �� 0� �.ह 
�� ���
!" ��; �ह� &�, �ह�� �� )� 2��)� ��$� ��  ��$� ��  �� �� .�� ह� � ��� $ह, ����� �� 
ह��� �� � ह�� �� '�� ����1 ह�  �� �.�. 400 ��
> E��� ह���� ($ ��  ��� ह� � �ह�� &� 
�� ������ �� �-$�� $ह, ह
 �ह�, (���0 �� ���� $ह, �� �ह� ह�� � �ह
��, ह���� �ह�� ������ �� ह� 
$ह,, $.� ������, N��������!�, ����
��)$- ($ ���� ��8&�Y� �� �-$�� ह
 .�� ह� � D   
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�
 ��+� �� �� �� �� ह���� ���� ह�# �� �# � ����� �� �ह$� ह� �� 95 2��)� .���= �# ����� ह
 
.�� ह� �.� 0� 0�#�� �� ���
!" ह�,�
 (�J��#J#! 0�#�� ह�, M��� �ह$� ह� �� �*� �� D�*� 
.��� X�� ह� ��$�# D�� ��$� ��  ��$� �� P��8&� $ह, ह-9 ह� � ����� ��8�� �ह ह� �� �ह�� ��$� �� 
��$� ह� ��, .��� �#, ������ ��  ��F�� ��, ह�J�N� ��  ��F�� ��, �ह�� 0� 5� ��8�� ह� 5� �ह ह� 
��$� ��  ��$� �� .-���� �� ��8�� � D�� ��!�� ��ह   
� �ह� &�, �-c� �� !�.��. �# ��;$� �� 
�3�� ���� �� 0� X�� .��� �� ह�, �ह�� ��$� �� ��ह ��  z�� ������. ���� ह
�� ह� �
 �ह�� �� 
$3���$ ह�,  �6� ह�, M$��  ���� �� ह�� �� ह�& �� ह��,�ह, $ �ह, �� �ह !�6-��6� �E� ��;�9 
���� ह� � ��$� �� .-���� �� �ह �8&�� ह� � �ह
��, )ह�= �� �� �
9 Dz%� �8&�� $ह, ह� � ;�� 
����  )ह� �# �
 c-t.� c=��>��� ह�, .���  �8���� ह�, MGह# ��$� �-ह��� $ह, ह
�� � 0� ��$$�� 
����� �ह �ह� &� �� घ�!= ��  �� �
 %
> ����0, �9 �9 ��$= �� ��$� �-ह��� $ह, ह
�� � D.� 
ह
�� �� ह� �
 �*� घ�!�, 0� घ�!� �� �
 घ�!� ��  ��0 ह
�� ह� �  J� �- >� �
. �
 ���$�� ��!� ���� 
ह� � ��$� ��  ��$� ��  �� �* �# M$��  ��0 �
9 ��e$�9 $ह� ह�, �� ���$�� ��!� ���� ह� � �.� �
 
.��  �
. ह�, �
 �F�� �." ��  �
. ह�, �
 D�$� ���$� �� ���$�� ��!� $ह, ;��� ����, 
M$��  2�� ह���� ����Z� ह
�� ह� �� ��$� ��  ��$� �� ह� P��8&� ��# � D�� �N���$ �� ��: �� 
.�� � 20 DQ�  �, 2001 �
 �
 �N���$ ह-� &�, M��� ��1���)= �# �� 0� �-x� ��1���) �� 
Y� �� ���� F��$ ����$� ��ह�� ह�� � �ह�� ��$� �� 0� �����J &� �� ���  8�� �� ह� (� 
 �� �� 2����+ �#.� �� M�  8�� �# ��$� �� ��$� �-ह��� ���� �� �-�� ह� � M���  ��0 �ह 
�����J &� �� 1.6 ���
��!� �� �� ���� �� D.� ��$� ���� ����, 2�� ��$ 2�� P��Q �� 40 
��!� ��$� ��� ��0 �� �ह�>� ��+ �# 0� �3 ��!� �� f� ��9 �� D��� ह
 � �.� M� �N���$ �# 
��1���) ह-9 5� 1.6 ���
��!� ��   ��� �# 5 ���
��!� �;� ����, �ह�>� ��+ �# �
 0� �3 
��!� f� ��9 �� D��� &�, M��
 ���� ��!� �;� ���� 5� �
 ����� ��!� ��$� ��  �� &�, 
M��
 MGह=$� ह���� Dह�� ��ह  $� 55 ��!� ��  �� �ह, &�, �ह
��, ��� �N���$ �� 
DF���� ��+� �ह
�� $� �� &� 5� ����# 1� ��� ��0 .�� &�, M�� ��.� ��$� ����� �� ह� $ह,, 
��+� �ह
�� �� �� ����Z� ह� � �ह
�� ह���� ��) �# ���$� ��  $��� �
 ��$� ह� M���  ह-�  >� 
��8�� ह� � �.�. 90 2��)� ��$� �� ��?����0� ह� �
. ���$ ��  $��� �
 ��$� ह�, M��
 
;,��� ���� ���� ह� � �.� M��# �� ��1"  ���� 2��)� ��$� घ���� M��
. �# ��� ह� 5� ���� 
2��)� ��$� �
 M4
.-*�*� ह�, M$��  M��
. �# ��� ह� �  ��� $T � 2��)� \���9 ��  ��0 
M��
. ह
�� ह� � ����$ \���9 ��  ��0 �
 $��� �� P��8&� ह
$� ���ह0, M���  $ह, ह
$� �� 
\���9 ��  ह-� ���� ��$�  � �� ह
 ���� ह�, .�� �.ह �� ��� ���� ह�, (���0 ��$� ��  
����� �� P��8&� ��$� �>�.� � �$��x��  ह-� ��A� ��  6 �ह� ह�, )ह����� ह
 �ह� ह�, 
54
.���� ह
 �ह� ह� � ह���� �� ����*$ D.� (�� 2���  � �� ह
�� �ह�.� �
 ह� ��� �� 
D�$� ��) ��  $�.���= �
 )-V ��$� �-ह��� $ह, ��� ��# .� �  
 
 �ह
��, ����� $� �- % �
�$�0� ���9 ह-9 ह� ���� Z ���� r���� �����[� �
�$� 5� 
2*�$��+� r��
4
. �
�$� � ($ �
�$�Y� ��  ��F�� �� ��7� �����= �
 ��� ���$� ���ह0 � 
D�� ��a �� e�� �ह �ह� &� �� D.� ��7� �����= ��  ��
�� (�� ��7� �� ��I� ��$�� %
> 
�#.� �
 � ह�� ���� 2��) �
  >� ��8�� �� ��c$� �>�.� �  
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�ह
��, ह���� �ह�� ��$� �� ��� $ह, ह� � D.� ��  �6 ��  ��� �# ��� �ह�� ��# �
 
��;#.� �� �
 ������ .>� ह-� �ह�� ह� �ह ��  �6 ��  ��$� �# J�  ���� ह� � ह���� �ह�� 28 ���� ह� 
�
 %: �ह�$�  �6 5� ��-���� �� 2����� �ह�� ह� � �ह ह��� ह���� �ह�� �� ह� � �ह ह���� ह�& 
�# $ह� ह� '�=�� $���� �� �� $����� ��� ह� 5� $���� �# �  J��  $�.� ��� M� ��$� �� M��
. 
ह
 ��� .� � ह���� �
 ����  ��� ह�, � ह�� ����� �� �
 ����  ��� ह�,D  �
 �� �� �� M�� 
����� �� ����0 � ���� ����� D�� �� GH �# ह� (���0 ���� �ह ����Z�  $�� ह� �� �� �� 
�� (� ��) ��  $�.���= �
 ��$� �� ��$� D�?� �-ह��� ����0, *G���� �  

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA (West Bengal): Sir, the issue that 

we are discussing is a very important one. While raising this Short Duration 

Discussion, the hon. Member, Shri Suresh Pachouri, rightly said that it has, 

perhaps, become a ritual during the months of April-May. when the entire 

country is confronted with this problem, that we talk about the drinking water 

crisis, but no effective measures are virtually taken by the Government of India 

to ameliorate this very, very serious problem. I need not say -- it is well within 

the knowledge of everybody -- that the other name of water is life. And,, while 

the Right to Life is guaranteed by the Constitution of ours, right to water is not 

guaranteed. In vast a/eas of our country, thousands of people, if not lakhs of 

people, are languishing for want of potable water. In West Bengal, in the 

districts of Purulia and Bankura, the problem is quite perennial. And, right from 

Kalahandi of our neighbouring State, Orissa, up to Rayalseema in Andhra 

Pradesh, children go without water. No effective measures have been taken till 

now to provide potable water to these children of ours. Sir, I must say once 

again that this is a perennial problem. Our history of as early as the Third 

Millennium B.C. tells us that farming communities of Baluchistan impounded 

rain water and used it for irrigation. Dams were buHt out of stone rubble. 

These have been found in Baluchistan and Uchch. We should take lessons 

from history. Dholavira, a major site of Indus Valley Civilisation, which was as 

old as 3000 B.C. to 1500 B.C., had several reservoirs for collecting the 

monsoon rain. Wells were, perhaps, a Harappan invention. A recent 

archaeological survey of the Indus Valley Civilisation revealed that every third 

house had a well. After Independence, we have built so many big dams. Some 

of our hon. colleagues are convinced that only by constructing big dams we 

can resolve the problem of irrigation arid the problem of drinking water. I am 

sorry, I do not agree with them. The approach should have been different. In 

fact, the planners of this country did not adopt the right approach to really go in 

for small dams, for digging ponds and wells, but^and adopting a different 

approach. You have failed in this.    Today, even after building so many dams, 

the 
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problem is still there. I do not know what the Remote Sensing Satellite Imagery 

says. But when I travel by air, I find that our river beds have gone absolutely 

dry. The water is hardly visible. The sub-soil water is getting eroded. What is of 

greater concern is that even in the areas where there is normally a record 

rainfall, there is water scarcity. Take the case of Cherrapunji, which is world 

famous. You have 1100 cubic metres of rain in Cherrapunji. But just imagine, 

we have water scarcity there! ...(Interruption)... Shri Swaraj Kaushal has spent 

a number of years in that region and he is conscious of the fact that there is no 

water there. Drinking water is not available. It is a world crisis. I must say that it 

is an international crisis. Only three per cent of world's water is potable wate*. 

Only 3% of the entire world's water is potable water, and, out of that, one-third 

is inaccessible. So, unless we take a definite measure, unless we take a very 

comprehensive measure, or unless we view it in totality, unless we go in for 

rain water harvesting, which is-very, very important. I would like to emphasise 

this point that we have been shouting for rain water harvesting for a very long 

time this problem will remain as it is. We have been shouting for rain water 

harvesting, but no concrete attempts have been made, no well-meaning 

attempts have been made to harvest the rain water. We are depending 

primarily on the ground water, or the sub-soil water. The sub-soil water -- and 

this is for the information of all; everybody, perhaps, knows - is getting 

contaminated. I must say that in West Bengal, in three or four districts in the 

Ganga Basin, the potable water has become highly contaminated with arsenic. 

The way it should have been addressed, the way the Central Government 

should have addressed this problem, has not been done. The West Bengal 

Government has been addressing this problem. But I am sorry to say that the 

Rural Development Ministry, which is under a very dynamic leader of the BJP, 

Shri Venkaiah Naidu, is not coming up to the expectations of the people. The 

people who take this arsenic-contaminated water, suffer from irretrievable skin 

diseases, including cancer, perhaps. It is a very, very serious problem. I would 

give some statistics for the information of the House. According to the Central 

Water Commission, the total amount of surface water resource is 1818 cubic 

metres. The total amount of usable water resource is only 690 cubic metres. 

The, ground water available is only 418 cubic metres. The total amount of 

usable water resource is only 1108 cubic metres. The total demand for potable 

water in the year 2000, that is, two years ago, was estimated at 750 cubic 

metres. If this trend continues, and when, as the Government is expecting, the 

population stabilises in 2025 -- yesterday, I 
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heard the Law Minister saying that the population will stabilise in the year 

2025 -- the demand for potable water will go up to 1200 cubic meter. We have 

absolutely failed to address the situation. I am afraid, I am apprehensive, and I 

am also anguished, that a wholesome approach is not being taken by the 

Government of India to address the problem. 

Sir, I would not take much time of the House. I know that I am the 

last speaker. (Time-bell) I am conscious, Sir, even before you ring the bell. I 

will very seriously appeal that this is a primary need for anybody to live. If this 

primary need is not being addressed properly, then, for what else the 

Government is there? With these few words, I would expect that the 

Government will take concrete measures, serious and well-meaning 

measures, and that it will come out with such a solution that we will not have to 

repeat this sort of a discussion in the years to come. 
 

�� ����  ���� ��ह “!!�” (� ह��) : M����F�� �ह
��, �� ���� ����� ह�� �� 
��� �� ���! ���� �हZ����" ����$ �-�:t����" ��I� �� ��$� �-c�  
�$� �� D��� ���� � 
�-�:t����" (���0 �� ह� ����� �� 8��" ����� �$� �-��  ह� 5� ह� D�$� ��)�����= �
 ��$� 
�� ��$� M��T* $ह, ��� �� �ह� ह� � �ह ह���� ��0 )�"$�� �8&�� ह�, �-�:t����" �8&�� ह� �  
  
 �F� 2��), .-����, 5� � ह�� �� ��: ह-9 � �ह 2��)= �� ���� $ह, ह� M����F�� 
�ह
��, �ह ���� ��) �� ���� ह� � �� �
9 X�� ��7 � $ह, ह� �ह�� (� .�� ��  �3�� �# �
.= �
 
��$� �� ��$� ��� ���� ह
 � �ह, �ह, ��;� ह
�� ह� – �� ह� ���$ ह� � �  ��;�� ह� �
 ह�, 
��� ह� �� ($ ��;��!= 5� $��= �
 ��!� ��$� ���ह0 '�=�� ह� D�$� ��)�����= �
 ��$� $ह, 
�� ���� ह� �  
 
 D�� ��$$�� Dह�� �!�� �� �  ��: �� �ह� &� �
 ���$��1 �� 0� ���
!" �� MGह=$� 
��: �� 5� ��1 ��!� ��   ��� �# �ह� � ��1 ��!� '�� �ह�� D$��1 ��!� M��T* $ह, ह� � ��1 
��!� �� �ह�� ���� ह� � ��$$�� a� �-��) ��3�� �� $� 0� ��G�# � �� ��: �� 5� M��� MGह=$� 
��$�� ��!� �� ��: �� �� ��$�� ��!� ���� �� �� .-���� 5� �
 8��� ह� M��
 ह� 
)��� ��� .0 �  
 
 ��$$�� a� �-��) ��3�� �� ��$�� ��!� �� ��: �� �ह� &�, �� �- �- ��-�� �� ��ह 
���� ��) �# ��$�� ��!�  $�$� ���� �� ��$��� %� �ह� ह� 5� %
!�-%
!� �8 = ��   ����= �# ��$�� 
��!� ��  
��# �ह- �� .�� ह� � ����$ ह� D�$� �ह�� .���= �# ��$� �� ��$� $ह, �ह- ��� �� �ह� ह� � �
 
P������ ह� �� P����� ���� ह-0 D�$� ��� �ह��  �� �ह� ह� � ����$ ��$��  f��-ह���� f�� ����Z� 
ह�, ��ह� �� ����� ह���� ह
, �� ����, M*� �� �ह� &� – ����� �� ����� �ह� ह
, 
��N������ ����� �� ह� �� ह� D�$� ��)�����= �
 ��$� �� ��$� M��T* ���0�, ����$ ह� $ह, 
M��T* ��� ��0 � (��# ह� 1� � ह
 .0 �  
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�� ह�$� ���� D; �� �# ��;� �� ��C�� �# ��� �� ���! ह
 .�� ह�� ���8&�$ 5� 
�F� 2��) ��  .���= �� D  �ह ����� ���! ��C�� �� �ह- �� �ह� ह� � ������� (���= �# �� ��� 
��0 – ����G� (���= �# �
 �ह, 2-4 ��� �� ��$� ���� � ���� ह�, ����$ �
 ��.�� (����  ह�, 
�ह�>� (����  ह�, �&���� (����  ह�, �ह�� �
 10-10 ��� �� �
. ��$� ��$� ��  ��0 ���� ह� � �ह�� �
 
����, �
 �$-d� �ह �ह� ह� �� �8�-�: ��$��= �� �8&�� �# (� ����� ���! ��  ���� �ह �ह� ह� � 
M����F�� �ह
��, �� �ह �8&�� ह� � �$� ���� ��$= �ह ��8�� 5� �� ����� ह
$� ���� ह� 
'�=�� ��� ��ह �� ह���� ��) �� � ���  6 �ह� ह�, � ��� ��  ��& ��& ���. ��  6 �ह� ह� 5� 
��� ����� �# ���.  6 �ह� ह�, M� ����� �# ह� M��
 ���� $ह, �� �� �ह� ह� �
 �$� ���� ��$= �# 
�ह ���! 5�  6�.� � X�� �� $ह, ह� �� ह���� ��) �# �� M��T* $ह, ह� � �� �� M��T*�� ह� 
����$ ���� �3� �� �� 2 �*$ �� �
 �- P��8&� ह�, M� �- P��8&� �� ������ ह� �� �� ह� 
����� ��  ���! �� .-�� �ह� ह� � 
 
 D.� M��� �1� 2 G*$ ह
 �
 ह� (� ���! �� %- !���� �� ���� ह� � �ह
��, �� 
ह� ���
  ��$� ��ह#.� �� ���� ��) �# �.�. 4 ह��� � ���$ '��� � ��!� �� M��T* ह
�� 
ह�, ����# �ह���� 5� �I: ��  �
$= �
� �->� ह� � 1869 � ���$ '��� � ��!� �� $���= �#  ह�� 
ह� 5� )�I 2 ह��� 21 � ���$ '��� � ��!� �I: �� �� ह� � �ह �� ह���� ��� M��T* ह� � 0� 
�
!� D$-��$ ��  D$-��� ह� (� ���� M��T*�� �� ��+ 45.5 2��)� ह� M��
. �� �� �ह� ह� � 
(���0 ह���� �ह �- 2 G*$ ह� 5� (��
 D.� ह� e�� �� ��$�� ��# �
 ह� (� ��8�� �� 
�$��� �� ���� ह� � ���� ��) �� 20 �
 %
!�- >� $����� ह�, M$��   ���$ �# �
 �� ह�, M��� 
D.� e�� �� 2 G* ��# 5� M��
 D.� ह� D�$� ��$���#! ��  ���0 .���= �# �ह- ���$� �� ��� ��# 
�
 ह� (� ���! �� %- !���� �� ���� ह� � �ह
��, ����� �� �ह$� ह� �� �b 2004 ��, 5� 
���� ���� ��$$�� ��8� $� ��: �� �� �� 0$J�0 �� �
 .�$��� 0�#J� ह�, M��# (�  �� �� 
��: �� ह� ���� ��) �# ����� �� ���! ह� �� ���#.� � ����$ ह��
 �.�� $ह, ह� �� ��� 
��ह �� ह� �� �ह� ह� M� ��ह �� ह� (� �¤� �
 2�n� �� ��# .� '�=�� �� �� ��� -���  2 
��; 17 ह��� X�� .��� ह� �ह�� ����� �� �
9 P��8&� $ह, ह� � D  ह� �
 ��� �# �ह P��8&� 
�� �� �� ���#.� ? ह� ��ह#.� �� ��$$�� ��+� ��  ��0� �� M$��  ��� X�� �3$ �� ���" �
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����� �� ह� �
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����� �� ��I� ह�, ����$ ��7� ����� �� ��I� �ह �� ह� D�$� ��N������ �� �-' � $ह, ह
 
����, ������ ��J��� �� �-' � ह
 ���� ह� � ������ ��J��� �� $� D�� �
 ��: �� M��# MGह=$� �ह 
���� �� �� GH ����� ���� ���� �� � ����$ ��%�� ���$� ���� ���
 ���� .�� M��� �� �
 
�- % �ह�� -����  ����0.� �  
 
 ��. �����  6����� : � ह�� ��  0��� ह
�� ह-0 �� �� � ह�� ��  �;��1 ह� 
�...(P��घ�$)...� ह�� ��  (G!��8! �
 �� ��; $ह, �ह� ह� � ...(<� =��)... 
 
 �� ����  ���� ��ह “!!�” : M��� �- % �ह�� -����  �
 ����0, �
 ���� �� .0 
5� �ह ;�" ���� �� ....(<� =��).... 
 
 ��. �����  6����� : �� � ह�� �
  �$�� �� �� �ह� ह�  5� � ह�� �
 ���� �� $ह, 
��$� �� �ह� ह� �  
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K��6�L�M (�� ����� �
���) : ��$� ��  ���! ��  
��0 � ...(<� =��)...� ह�� ��  
���! �� ��  �� �� ��0.� �  
 

�� ����  ���� ��ह “ !!�” : �
 �� �ह �ह� ह�� �� �
 ���� �� ��7� ����� �
 ���� 
ह�, ��7� ����� M��� �ह� @�. �� M��
. ��� 5� (��
 �>�9 �� �$��+� ��?���  ह� � 
(���0 �� ��$$�� ��+� �ह
�� �� �ह ��$$� ��ह��.� �� ���� �
 �
�$�0� ह�, M$ �� �� ��� 
��ह �� �>� �$��+� �;#.� ���� M$�� ���:G��$ ह
 ���  5� �
 �� 2 G*$ ह�,M� �� 
2 G*$ ��  ��F�� �� �� �b 2004 �� ��� 2��� ����� ���! �
 ��� �� ��# .� ?  
  

(Gह, )T�= ��  ��&, �ह
��,���� *G���� �  
 
 K��6�L�M (�� ����� �
���) : J�. D ��� Dह�� � �� ����n� �# D�$�  �� ��ह0 �  
  

��. 9#��� 9ह�� (���8 &�$) : ��$$�� M����F�� ��, �� � C�- � ����� �# D�$� 
 �� �ह��.� � �ह
��, ���� ��) �# ��$� ��  ��$� �� ��8�� ��   ��� �#  ��# �ह� .9 ह�, M���  ��& ह� 
�� ���8 &�$ ��   ��� �# D�$�  �� �ह$� ��ह�� ह��, Dह�� ��9 $� ;�� �3� �� M� �� 2��) J��� 
ह�, 5� DG� ��$$�� ��8�= �� �� 2��) J��� ह� � ���8&�$ 0� X�� 2��� ह� �
 �.���� .0 
��$ ���= �� D��� �� ��c �ह� ह� 5� (� ��� �� �ह�� ���)� D��� ह� � �ह�� ��  0� ��ह�9 
�ह8�� �
 D.� �� ��;#, �
 �� �� �ह��  ��.�>�, f� !.�>�,K�$,K�= 5� !���= ��  V��� ��$� �� 
��$� �ह- ����� ���� ह� � �� �� �ह��  ह-� �� X�� �.ह# ह� �ह�� 0�  �C!� ��$�  �� E��� �# 5� 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. Minister, before 

you reply, I want to make a point. I would have had to take permission from 

the Chair had I not been here. I would like to ask just one very specific thing.     

There is a Bill which was passed by the West  Bengal 
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Legislative Assembly two years ago, to make the activity of filling up of water 

bodies illegal. It is called the West Bengal Water Resources Management Bill. 

The West Bengal Assembly unanimously passed it. But, for the last two years, 

it is awaiting Presidential assent. I think you should assure the House that the 

Government would specifically intervene so that it could be notified 

immediately. 

SHRI N. JOTHI: Sir, we join with you on this. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, we had a very 

meaningful and constructive discussion on a very important issue which the 

country is facing today. I am thankful to the hon. Members that they have not 

only highlighted the problem, but have also given specific and meaningful 

suggestions. I am equally happy over the fact tha.t rising above party lines and 

regional lines, many hon. Members have spoken about the need to have a 

certain common approach to this problem. It is a very challenging problem 

before the nation. Before I go into the issues raised by the hon. Members, 

individually, I would like to briefly mention what has so far been done in this 

regard.  Then, I will go to the other issues. 

Sir, a few hon. Members made political charges. I do not want to join 

issue with them because it will not serve any purpose because water is not an 

issue where one can find fault with each other. Sir, with regard to the situation 

in the country, as of today, there are 14,22,664 habitations. Out of these, we 

have an impressive coverage of 12,65,093. It comes to 88.92 per cent. Then, 

we have a partial coverage of 1,40,208 habitations. It comes to 9.86 per cent. 

The number of uncovered habitations, as on record and as of today, is 17,363 

i.e., 1.22 per cent. These are the figures provided by the respective State 

Governments, and we have crosschecked these figures. On the face of it, it 

appears to be very, very impressive. But the reality is otherwise. We cover a 

village; the water level goes down. We connect a village; new houses are 

added and new habitations come up. And then, of course, the population is 

also increasing. So, we cannot say that this is the factual situation, as of today. 

But it is also a fact that successive Governments, since Independence, made 

attempts to cover this. Keeping this in mind, the NDA Government made a 

commitment to achieve full coverage by March, 2004, with regard to partially 

covered and uncovered villages. For this partially covered and uncovered 

villages, we have sufficient money and sufficient Budget allocation has also 

been made. So far, Rs. 34,000 crores have been spent on drinking water in 

various regions of the country.   But, unfortunately, as I said, on the one hand 

we are covering 
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the habitations, while on the other, there is a slippage because of ground 

water depletion and other reasons. I do not want to elaborate them. It is known 

to all the hon. Members. Sir, the life-span is also becoming shorter because of 

poor maintenance at the local level and also due to depletion of ground water 

levels. This is also another major reason, as has been pointed out by the 

initiator of the discussion, Shri Suresh Pachouri. The increase in population and 

increase in number of habitations among the reasons. Moreover, the sources -

- which is more important, and you are personally aware of it -- are becoming 

quality- affected. This is where we are concerned. My friend, Shri Rajiv Ranjan 

Singh, quoted a figure of 2,17,000 villages. He might have taken this figure 

from one of my speeches which I had delivered recently. These 2,17,000 

villages are quality-affected. They are connected, but they are quality-affected 

with arsenic, fluoride, nitrate, salinity, in some places brackish water, These 

are the problems that are there in these 2,17,000 villages. Connecting the 

villages is one thing, connecting the households is another thing. And, then, 

giving them quality water is another thing. That's why I said in the beginning, it 

is a challenging task. We are trying to take up this task combinedly with the 

States. The Government of India, from time to time, has been increasing the 

allocation to this sector, that is, drinking water, on a priority basis. I must 

admit, of course that it is not quite sufficient to meet the challenging situation 

today. But, at the same time, it will be unfair on the part of anybody to say that 

the Central Government is not serious, the Government has not given the due 

attention to this. I say, it is unfair on the part of anybody to make such 

remarks. My friend, Shri Suresh Pachouri, has made a mention about the 

allocations made and the expenditures that are incurred. I would like to submit 

very humbly to this House that the Government of India, from time to time, 

keeping in view the needs of the States, and also availability of funds, allocates 

the funds to different States and releases the amount in two instalments. So, 

this money is spent by the States, and there is also a matching grant - 5o per 

cent by the States and 50 per cent by the Central Government. In certain 

cases, the States are not able to give the matching grant. In certain cases, 

unfortunately, even if the money is available, it is not spent. I will come to that I 

will also answer the criticism made by hon. Member, Prof. Ramdeo Bhandari, 

with regard to this particular aspect. Sir, what do you see when you look at the 

figures? I am not going into details because it is nearing 7 o'clock. In 1993, it 

was Rs. 740 crores. Today, in 2002-2003, we have reached Rs.2,235 crores. 

This is the Centre's share in the Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme.    

So, there is a marked 
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increase with regard to allocation. As we have been saying from time to time 

TiicHT arreT ^cpft Tt€t', you have to allocate from whatever resources you 

have. You cannot allocate more than the resources that are there at your 

disposal. Now, this subject of drinking water is a combined subject of State 

and Central Governments, but both the States and the Centre have resource 

constraints.. Keeping that in mind, we are moving very cautiously on this. 

Secondly, so far as the programmes are concerned, we have the Accelerated 

Rural Water Supply Programme. Under this programme, money is given to all 

the States, as per their eligibility, and keeping in view the scarcity in those 

States. Then, we have a sector reforms project -- the Rajiv Gandhi Drinking 

Water Mission. Our friends have mentioned about it. In 63 districts of the 

country, this sector reforms project has been taken up. Initially, the response 

was not adequate. But now it has caught the imagination of the people, and 

this sector reforms project is catching up. The local community is made to 

participate in this. They have to contribute about 10 per cent of the total money 

of the scheme; and, then, by way of sharamdan and by way of contribution, 

they have to join this. The remaining money is borne by us. This scheme is 

under implementation in 63 districts of the country. And, as we move forward, 

we have a plan to cover the remaining districts also. With regard to the 

draught'situation, when there was a drought last year, in Madhya Pradesh, 

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Orissa, Karnataka, even 

before the States made a request, the Government of India had taken a pro-

active step and gave relaxation to those States to utilize a part of the ARWSP 

money for deepening the wells, for repair, and for other aspects of drinking 

water, because you cannot spend this money for Rural Water Supply for any 

other purposes. So, this relaxation was given, and the States were happy. And 

the States were happy about it. Sir, this time also, a similar demand has been 

made. Yesterday, a meeting was held in which the officials of the State 

Governments of Madhya Pradesh, Karnataka and Rajasthan made a 

representation. And in that meeting, it was suggested that those States should 

identify the districts. Instead of giving a blanket permission to use this money, 

they should identify those districts, where the situation is precarious. And for 

those districts, this sort of relaxation can be given with regard to the 

Accelerated Rural Water Programme for allocating 20 per cent of the money 

for repairs, maintenance and also deepening of the present sources that are 

available in the respective places. 

Sir, then, a point was raised about testing the quality of water. This is 

a major issue. Shri Suresh Pachouriji has mentioned about it.  So far, 
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we have set up 278 laboratories in the country, and 289 are yet to be started. 

For this also, there is no dearth of money. Somehow or the* other, the States 

are not able to progress, as per schedule, in this regard. I have taken up this 

matter, personally, with the States. We have already held a meeting in this 

connection. And we are trying to impress upon the Chief Ministers to take 

interest in this and set up these labs. We had decided to finish the work on 

setting up of labs by 31
sl
 March, 2002, I know that the time limit is over; but we 

have not yet completed this. We are in the process of persuading the States to 

set up the remaining labs also, and the Centre is willing to give them the 

needed resources for this. 

Sir, the hon. Members have raised
-
 issues pertaining to their States. 

Sir, if you want, I can give a detailed information about each State separately. 

But, if you want me to make a general observation, with regard to the specific 

points that have been raised, I will do accordingly. 

THE VICE - CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): I think a State-

wise reply may be given because the hon. Members have spoken quite 

elaborately.  So, State issues are also important. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: If Members have time and interest to sit 

for a longer time, I have no problem. 

THE VICE - CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Since Members 

have already waited so long, they would not mind waiting for another 15-20 

minutes. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: A question was raised as to why there 

is emergence of a large number of noncovered habitation, and as to why, with 

each survey, this number is increasing. This relevant question was put by Shri 

Suresh Pachouriji. The reasons are: Firstly, ail the sources are becoming 

permanently defunct,-after a particular level, secondly, expiry of the design hfe 

of the system, thirdly, poor operation and maintenance, fourthly, emergence of 

new habitation in some villages fifthly, the habitation served by private system 

and not having public sources being classified as non-covered, and, then, 

increasing population is also one of the important reasons for fluctuation and 

increase in the number of uncovered habitation with each of the surveys that 

is conducted. 

(
3ir, 14 hon. Members have spoken, and almost all of them have 

touched one important subject, that is, we are not seriously understanding the 

gravuy of the problem. It is a very serious challenge  that  the country is 
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going to face. Sometimes, I really get frightened about the situation that is 

developing, because as Mr. Keshubhai Patel has said, in certain areas of 

Gujarat, the water level has gone down by 1000 feet. This is one thing which is 

most disturbing. 

The next point is about wastage of water. In spite of campaigns by the 

Government of India, and campaigns by State Governments, there is no 

awareness among the people to preserve and conserve water. This is agitating 

our mind. The third thing is, Sir, according to the figures that are available, only 

18 per cent rain-water is conserved, the remaining is allowed to go waste. With 

the concretisation of the cities, there is no open space left for water 

conservation. Everybody wants to have concrete pavements. The rain-water 

falls on the roofs, goes down directly into the drain, and goes out of the city. 

This is really causing a lot of concern to the people. Keeping this in mind, the 

Water Resources Ministry has circulated a model Bill to all the States, to have 

ground water level regulation and to conserve rain-water also. I am happy, 

some States have taken an initiative in this regard. The Tamil Nadu 

Government has come out with a town-planning project and they are trying to 

make it compulsory. The Andhra Pradesh Government also is in the process of 

taking steps for water conservation. And some other State Governments have 

also taken an initiative in this regard. But I must say, Sir, there is not enough 

awareness, and feeling of urgency among the States on these two issues. On 

two issues, one is ground water tapping regulation, and the other is rain-water 

conservation. Today, I am happy that Members from different sides have 

broached this subject, and that they have highlighted the fact. I can only say 

that I have taken up this matter with the Ministers of different States. We had a 

Ministers' Conference, in October last year, wherein this point was stressed. 

Then, the question is how do you do this? One is through country planning, 

town planning, second one is through creating awareness among the people. 

In Chennai, when I went to attend a programme, where the Anna University 

students, they have joined and said that they will go to each and every house 

and educate the people. Then, in some States like Madhya Pradesh, a 

campaign was taken up "��$� �
�
 D����$'. In Andhra Pradesh, a massive 

campaign 'Neeru Meeru', 'Water and You' has been taken up. In Gujarat also a 

massive campaign was taken up to have a number of check dams. Ahmed 

Patelji mentioned their strength and all that, I am not going into the details. I 

leave it to the State, but people in Gujarat themselves formed into groups and 

have taken up a massive programme 
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with the cooperation of the Government, at that time. Subsequently, 

unfortunately, next year, there was no rain. As and when rain comes, the 

entire area will also get water, and, then, greenery, vegetation underground 

water level will automatically increase. I have seen myself in Madhya Pradesh. 

I think, in Mandsaur district, one District Collector, made some presentation. I 

was so much impressed by that Collector. He himself went to more than 800 

villages - major villages --and made people to get involved. Then, they have 

taken up a massive programme of desiltisation of the tanks. That sort of 

approach is required everywhere in the country. Janeswarji was mentioning, 

and others were also mentioning about our traditional ponds and also tanks. 

Sir, as a kid, I remember now, I am quoting it everywhere, even in the recent 

World Bank meeting also, I quoted this, my grandfather used to call the village 

assembly before the onset of monsoon. The entire village used to get 

assembled at the pandal, central place, what do you call is chaupal, and, then, 

he used to tell them, rains are likely to come. We all have to join together to 

remove the silt from the tank and also repair the sluice and repair the surplus 

course and also repair the irrigation canals." The entire village community, 

irrespective of the caste or the status, used to join together, and, then, used to 

take up that programme. Unfortunately, over the years, the Government said 

�  ��� ह� ��#.�, �-�   ����  �e�  �ह
 � This sort of approach has come and that has 

created the present situation. The second aspect which was mentioned by the 

hon. Members, and I am happy about it that we have successfully abandoned, 

destroyed many of the traditional water resources that were available fron 

times immemorial. In the villages, Sir, as you know, for cattle also, there used 

to be a pond; for washermen also, there used to be a separate pond, and for 

that particular purpose, people are not allowed to touch that water and all 

these things. Unfortunately, people started encroaching upon them, and some 

people, progressively, have even allotted that pond. Some people have 

encroached and constructed houses, and some people are using it for other 

purposes. Now, there is a need for revitalising those traditional water 

resources. This is an urgent need which is also being felt now. With regard to 

these two aspects of rain water conservation, desiltisation of tanks, the 

Government of India have recently forwarded a scheme called "�N���" r���� 
�
A.�� �
�$� " with an allocation of Rs.5,000 crores and also with 

Rs.50,000,000 allocation for rice. We have told the States about it, and given 

them permission. The first priority can be given for rain water harvesting, 

desiltisation of tanks and also soil conserve   n, so that the vegetation level 

and  ground  water  level  can  be 
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7.00 p.m. 

increased, and water is available for local people. This is one source which we 

have made available to the States from the Schemes which we have merged. 

EIS and JDSY, combined together, is called as "�N���" r���� �
A.�� �
�$� ". It 

is a programme which we have given to them. In some States wherever the 

people have contributing something, the Government is matching it. Andhra 

Pradesh is doing it in a big way. Madhya Pradesh has also done it. Sir, I must 

tell you the enthusiasm among the people for this programme is very, very 

encouraging. We will be requesting all the States to go for a similar campaign. 

With regard to legislation, Members made a forcible plea that, no, no, without 

waiting for the States to fall in line, the Centre must make a legislation. He has 

also quoted article 256, but my only fear is, as you are aware, we are in a 

federal system, and we have the regional sensitivities also, there, and one has 

to keep them in mind.. Unfortunately, for the last 7-8 years, time and again, we 

have been circulating this model Bill. We have been requesting the State 

Governments, but not much progress has taken place in this regard! In places 

where there is scarcity of water, people are shifting to sugarcane; they are 

going in for a second crop, etc. In certain places, they are going in for a third 

crop also. Sir, another reason is the free power supply that is available. It also 

makes the people to draw more water, which depletes thejjjround water level. 

This is also a very important issue on which the entire nation and the various 

political parties have to seriously think, and, I think, we must go for it. Anyhow, 

since the Members, cutting across the party lines, have suggested that there is 

a need for this sort of a legislation at the Central level, I will interact with the 

Ministry of Water Resources and try to find out as to what we can do further in 

this matter. But since this issue is now dealt with by the Ministry of Water 

Resources, I cannot say much on it. I, for one, am also of the view that we 

have given enough time to the State Governments, and now it is time to go for 

a legislation. 

Sir, another important point was raised by the Members. But there is 

an underlying thing in it. It is that, the States which are at the receiving end, are 

saying, 'Nationalise the water resources, nationalise the rivers, let there be a 

National Water Grid, and let there be a legislation at the Central Level.' But, 

Sir, the States where water sources are available, are not coming forward to 

accept this suggestion. In this regard, there is a divergent political opinion in 

different parts of the country. I do want to name any State, but, today, we are 

seeing that there is a difference of 
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opinion among the various States in this regard, irrespective of whether my 

Party rules or your Party rules. Every State is taking a different view, 

depending on the populist approach that prevails in a particular State. So, we 

have to work hard, and we have to put across to the nation the reality of the 

situation and create public opinion in this regard. Till such time, the 

Government of India is not able to move in the direction of nationalising all the 

rivers, and taking legislative measures in this regard. I do not think it is 

possible at the moment. But, Sir, it is a very good suggestion which merits a 

discussion, and there is a need for a sort of campaign throughout the country 

on this. 

Sir, another important suggestion that was given related to the linking 

of rivers. This is' a much talked about scheme for years together. As a kid, I 

used to hear Dr. K.L. Rao talking about it. Dr. K.L. Rao, the famous engineer, 

who, subsequently, became a Minister, used to talk about linking the Ganga, 

Cauvery, Bhramaputra, Mahanadi, then Godwari, Krishna -- taking it 

downstream. But the information that was made available to us in this regard 

was technical. It is said that because of the levels, bringing Ganga water to 

Cauvery is not a feasible thing. It is a technical aspect. This is one thing. The 

other aspect is economical. Sir, the people who have made a study in this 

regard have given a big estimate for undertaking such a project. They are 

giving an estimate of Rs. 4 lakh crores for the same. So, Sir, these two things 

are there. Recently also, Sir, a representation was made to the hon. Prime 

Minister by some well-ojQtentioned people in this regard. In this connection, I 

can only say that this is receiving the attention of the Government. I cannot say 

more than that on this particular issue, except that 'it is receiving the attention 

of the Government.' 

Sir, with regard to the submission projects, I would like to say that 

submission projects were sanctioned to Gujarat also; defluoridisation plants 

were also installed in Gujarat. Submission projects were also sanctioned to 

West Bengal, to Andhra Pradesh, etc. But, in this regard, the problem is this. 

While sanctioning the scheme of submission projects, an understanding was 

reached between the Centre and the State Governments that the cost of 

estimate which is finalised at the time of sanctioning of a project has to be 

adhered to, and any increase in the cost has to be met by the respective State 

Governments. But, now, the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh has written a 

letter to the Central Government. Sir. other State Governments are also 

approaching the Central Government in this 
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regard. In this connection, Sir, I have to make a humble submission. Earlier, it 

was the Centre which was sanctioning the projects. But the present system is, 

whatever allocation is made in the Budget, we allocate that money to the 

respective State Governments at the beginning of the year itself, so that the 

States can decide the priority, can sanction the programmes and can go 

ahead with the schemes. This is a new dispensation that has come up after 

1999, after a lot of discussion. There was a request from the State 

Governments also that instead of the Centre deciding the schemes, why not 

the opportunity be given to the States. Keeping that in mind, the money is now 

made available to the States, and the States are free to formulate their 

schemes. We have also issued broad guidelines in this regard. 

Sir, with regard to the point raised by you about the status of West 

Bengal Water Resources Development Management Bill, I would like to say 

that the Ministry of Water Resources has already conveyed its 'No Objection' 

to it; the Ministry of Law is considering it now, and, after that, it will go to the 

Ministry of Home Affairs. But, as the matter is raised in the House, I will 

definitely  ... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Since last two 

years, it is awaiting approval.   ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE (West Bengal): Sir, so far as the 

river Ganga is concerned, dredging is very necessary. It is required even in 

the case of the Narmada river. Sir, another point was raised about the 

allocation of fund. You had raised that point. Now, Sir, so far as West Bengal 

Government is concerned, you will see, ...So far as the West Bengal 

Government is concerned, under the mega city development programme 

during the 8
th

 and 9
th

 Plan period, you were supposed to allocate Rs.400 

crores, but you have allocated only Rs.238 crores. In the mean time, prices 

have gone up. Who will provide the additional funds needed because of the 

price hike. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. Chatterjee, 

you let the Minister speak. At the end of his reply, I will allow you if you have a 

small question to ask. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, with regard to purifying the rivers 

and raising the bunds of the rivers and construction of dams... 

With regard to Narmada, Shri Keshubhai Patel and Shri Ahmed 
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Patel have mentioned about the issue. They have also made certain 

comments. Sir, he has reminded us about the commitment given by the hon. 

Prime Minister. The Government is seriously committed to the plan of the 

Narmada Sarovar Project. Whatever help is required will be given. There is no 

question of entering into confrontation and criticising a particular Government. 

Recently the Gujarat Chief Minister, along with the Leader of the Opposition, 

met the Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister. The Madhya Pradesh Chief Minister 

welcomed them and they had a good meeting. I hope whatever obstacles are 

there, they will be overcome and we will be able to move forward with regard 

to the Narmada Sarovar Project. 

Last year, keeping in view the difficult situation in Gujarat, I had 

allocated an extra amount of Rs. 100 crores to Gujarat. This year also, 

keeping in view the distressing situation in Kutch, we have given additional 

Rs.20 crores to tackle the situation in Kutch, where the water has to be taken 

through pipeline. Certain additional amount is also coming from other 

international financial agencies. We also from the Government of India side, 

as a special case, have given assistance to the State. 

Sir, with regard to Bihar, there is no question of lack of allocation of 

money. The problem in Bihar, unfortunately, is that in spite of my own personal 

intervention we are not able to sort out the discrepancy in their accounts on 

the utilisation of funds. For the last three years the Bihar Government has not 

been able to utilise the money, because they are not able to reconcile their 

accounts with the Accountant General. This issue was discussed by me with 

the Chief Minister of the State. This issue was again taken up with the State 

Secretary, who is looking after the drinking water department. You will be 

surprised to know that the Bihar Government statistics says that there is no 

village which is not covered. All villages are covered.   I am not doubting the 

report of the Bihar Government. 

Secondly, from 1997-98 to 2001-02, Rs.377.73 crores could not be 

utilised by Bihar. In spite of the demand by a number of MPs, this discrepancy 

in the figures of the Bihar Government and their Accountant General has not 

yet been resolved. 

SHRI AHMED PATEL: This problem is not there only in the case of 

Bihar alone.   It is there in the case of other Governments as well. 

��. �����  6����� : D.� �� � ह�� �# �J�8q�#�� ��  �� �� �ह� ह� �
 �� ����� 
�����= ��   ��� �# ��  ��(0 � ��$� ��� 400 ��
> E�0 ��  �� �� ह�, �ह � ह�� ����� �� ���� 
$ह, ह�, �ह � ह�� �� �$�� �� ���� ह� 5� M� ���� �
 �
��� �� � ह�� 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, I am a student in public life for the 

last 15 years. I am trying to understand the problem. The money is made 

available to the State. The State is supposed to spend 60 per cent of the 

money by December and the remaining by March and provide a utilisation 

certificate. The utilisation certificate is not coming forward, because their AG is 

not accepting their figures of utilisation of funds. I am not punishing the people 

of Bihar. The problem lies between the State Government of Bihar and their 

accounting system. 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I thought, being a senior Member, you 

will appreciate the position. I do not want to get into politics on any of the 

issues. 
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If I release the money without utilisation, without the certificate, I do 

not think anybody will accept it. Then, we will be coming under criticism 

tomorrow. That is the problem. Because you have mentioned about the 

figures and the State, I have just given the information. Otherwise, I did not 

have any intention of isolating Bihar or criticising Bihar. I can assure you on 

that. Even tomorrow, you bring the utilisation certificate, the money will be 

released and whatever has to be done by the Government of India will be 

done. .. .(Interruptions)... 
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.�� ह�, $ह, ह
 .�� ह�, �ह �� ��$� �>�.� � Suppose the entire House says, "There is 

no need to have the AG's certificate, there is no need to have the utilisation 
certificate; you release the money", I have no problem. We will discuss it and 
then we can come to a conclusion. But I have told you the practical difficulty. I 
am telling you again, let there be no politics. We are with an open mind. If 
there is a way out, let us sit together and discuss it and come out with a 
solution. We have senior Members like Pranabbabu. They can also guide me. 
I am open to ideas. If anybody says, "There is no need to have a utilisation 
certificate, there is no need to have an AG certificate", then, one can discuss 
this and go ahead. But, I have consulted my own Ministry; I have consulted 
other seniors also. Everybody is saying, "You cannot release the money 
without the AG certificate. That will be questioned tomorrow." And then, we 
have ourselves requested the AG. The AG says, "There are discrepancies. I 
do not agree with the figures these people have given me." The State says, 
"Our figures are correct". So, this is the problem that has to be sorted out. We 
are also doing our best. We are not trying to complicate it. We may have 
political differences. But they will not come in the way of serving the people of 
Bihar. You can rest assured about it. 

With regard to the situation in Orissa--he was asking why I was 

talking only about Bihar and not any other State; I am now talking about 

Orissa- the Orissa Government was not able to utilise the money released 
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by the Government of India from time to time for drinking water. That is why 

they also lost the amount. I myself talked to the Chief Minister and then tried to 

convince him about the need to increase the expenditure level so that they 

would be able to take advantage of the situation. The State is facing a drought 

on one side and on the other, there was cyclone also. There is a serious 

drinking water shortage in certain parts of the State. But, there is no question 

of lack of money as far as Orissa is concerned. Enough allocation is there. 

They can take advantage of it. If you want, I can read out which are the States 

which have lost money on account of non-utilisation and all that. But, that is 

not going to help us. I have taken out this because of that particular problem 

that is persisting there. 

A number of Members, including Ram Deo Bhandaryji, Suresh 

Pachouriji and Janeshwarji, raised points about the decisions taken in the 

Ministers' Conference. One of the major issues discussed was about the 

relaxation of norms for coverage of rural habitation with drinking water. The 

present norms provide for 40 litres per capita per day LPCD with a source 

within 1.6 kilometres in the plains, or 100 metres elevation in the hills. This is 

the present position. After a detailed discussion, the Conference 

recommended that once the coverage of all rural habitations in any State is 

achieved, the norms for coverage will be relaxed to provide 55 litres per capita 

per day with a source within 0.5 kilometres in the plains or 50 metres elevation 

in the hills. This is the recommendation. According to the recommendation, if 

any State approaches the Centre saying, "We have completed this", then this 

will come into operation automatically. There is no question of hesitation on 

our side. 

We have also taken another important decision because States like 

West Bengal and Andhra Pradesh, many States for that matter, are facing 

problems of arsenic and fluoride and other contaminations of water. The 

resources that are available at the disposal of the States are not sufficient and 

the ARWSP money, which we are giving, has to be distributed across the 

States. 

There is a demand, there is a popular request, made by MLAs, MPs 

and others, that if you spend only in a particular area, there will be reaction. 

Sir, a delegation of MLAs from the West Bengal Assembly, an all-Party 

delegation, came and called on me. I had requested them to go and meet the 

Planning Commission also. This matter had received serious attention.    

Subsequently, in the Ministers' meeting, I myself had moved a 
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proposal that the Government of India should have some funds at its disposal 

so that the quality-affected areas could be taken care of. I am happy that there 

was a broad consensus that a certain amount of money, ten per cent of the 

total money, be kept apart to tackle these quality-affected problems in different 

States. That was the conclusion reached, and this matter is now with us. We 

have formulated some proposals; they are in the process of going to the 

Cabinet. Once the Cabinet gives its approval, we will be able to implement 

them. There is some sort of delicacy, sensitivity, in this, because there will be 

some reduction in the allocation which is, so far, made to the States where the 

situation is normal, and the States where the problem is acute, of quality, will 

get some preferential treatment. Naturally, they must get it. So, there will be 

some heartburning. Keeping that in mind, we have enough consultations with 

the States. Now, the process of reserving that much money for the quality-

affected areas is under the serious consideration of the Government. 

..{Interruptions)... 

SHRI N. JOTHI: Sir, I want to make a small submission. In 

Dharmapuri district of Tamil Nadu, there are'a lot of problems being faced by 

the people due to the chlorine content in the water. Kindly include that district 

also while making allocation of funds. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, I am aware of it. The hon. Member 

has also written to me. Several MPs have met me. We have discussed it with 

the State Governments also. Not only Dharmapuri; any district that is affected 

by quality because of fluoride, arsenic and other contaminations, will get 

preferential treatment as per the decision at the Ministers' Conference; I can 

assure you on that. 

I come to the other point which Dr. Abrar Ahmed has made. He has 

spoken about the situation in Rajasthan. In certain areas of Rajasthan, the 

position is really precarious. The water has to be carried by tankers. Hon. 

Members made a mention yesterday that in Jaisalmer and Barmer, in the rural 

areas, there is no water available. It has to be carried by tankers. We have 

taken up the matter with the Railway Ministry, and the Railway Ministry has 

assured us that whatever transportation is there in those seriously affected 

areas, which are notified, they will be giving us a helping hand for 

transportation of water on a timely basis to those areas. 

Shri Chandra Sekar Reddy has mentioned about bearing the excess 

cost of the submission projects.   I have already, humbly, submitted, 
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Sir, that this commitment, that the cost had to be borne by the States, was 

made. There is no money available with the Central Government. If at all I 

have to give for those projects which were incomplete, and which are in the 

process of completion now, then I have to take the money from some other 

States and give it to them. It will not be acceptable to any State. So, they must 

try to understand this. With regard to quality, of course, we are going to have a 

special approach to that particular problem. 

With regard to Nalgonda, he mentioned about the fluoride problem. It 

is a serious problem. Domestic water filters are being provided, and we are 

also searching for an alternative surface water supply scheme to take care of 

the districts which are worst-affected, in terms of fluoride. For the submission 

projects, the total approved cost was Rs.456 crores. The Government of 

India's share was Rs.342 crores. A sum of Rs.326.71 crores has already been 

released. The remaining amount of Rs. 15.89 crores will be released, on the 

basis of the final utilisation certificates. That is going to be given by the 

Government of Andhra Pradesh. We are in touch with the States, and that will 

be addressed. 

With regard to the Sector Reforms Project, the Rajiv Gandhi Drinking 

Water Mission Sector Reforms Project, initially, there was some sort of lack of 

awareness among the people. Now, it is catching up. I will only take one 

minute on that. Under the Sector Reforms Project, we create awareness 

among the people; we form them into groups, and then we give them the 

needed training. They will come forward; and we hand over the money to the 

Village Committee. They will themselves construct the scheme. We have told 

them to have a new system of "Own, Operate and Maintain". That will be given 

to the Panchayats and to the local bodies for permanent maintenance. 

Whichever Panchayat is coming forward, is given preference under the sector 

Reforms Project. 

This sector reform is catching up now. Members of Parliament and 

Members of Legislative Assemblies of those 63 districts have been sensitised 

and informed of this. They are also now coming forward to join the campaign. 

Recently, I have been to Guntur, one of the backward districts of Andhra 

Pradesh, where the MP has taken the initiative, and the Consultative 

Committee of the Parliament has also gone there. By the time the scheme was 

launched, 50 villages had come forward to offer their contribution and said that 

they would be ready to do shramadhan, to the extent possible. There is one 

advantage in this. If you have to do small repairs,  the Government  employing  

someone  is  costly  because  he  is 
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stationed somewhere and all that. Instead of that, we are allowing the 

Panchayats to recruit local boys who have completed ITI or discontinued 

polytechnic courses, the unemployed youths. They can be taken on a part-

time basis by the Panchayats for repairing and maintaining the system. This 

would also provide employment opportunities to the rural youths, in a limited 

way.   This is another thing. 

With regard to increasing the height of Narmada Sarovar Dam, it was 

supposed to be raised to the level of 100 metres by the end of June, 2002. 

The RR clearance is a problem and it is being attended to. A meeting of the 

Narmada Control Authority is scheduled to be held this month to consider this 

particular matter. Once that meeting takes place, I hope we will be able to 

clear this. 

I have not taken the names of all the Members who spoke. Shri 

Prasanta Chatterjee has practically cursed me, saying that the Central 

Government is doing nothing; it is insensitive, and all that. I leave it to his 

wisdom. The Government is trying to do whatever is possible. After all, as I 

told you, the allocation has been increased. The activity has been increased. 

There is a people-friendly approach. There is no question of discrimination 

against any State. I had visited West Bengal. I had discussions with the Chief 

Minister and the Minister concerned also. They are also now happy that we 

are taking a positive attitude towards that Government. With regard to other 

States also, we told them, "If you have any problem, you approach us; and, to 

the extent possible, we will try to respond positively". 

Shri Jothi was lamenting about the situation in Tamil Nadu where 

they are at the mercy of the neighbouring States. I don't want to enter into that 

arena and create unnecessary controversies. As you know, Sir, the Prime 

Minister had taken the initiative last time, made both the States sit together, 

and tried to arrive at some sort of a compromise. Still, much more has to be 

done. 

With regard to the Telugu-Ganga project, it is nearing completion. If 

there are good rains, the water will be made available to Chennai also. The 

Tamil Nadu Chief Minister has, recently, announced that they are going in for a 

massive scheme for watershed development in the Ctate. It is really going to 

help increase the water level. 

Sir, recently, I had been to Washington to attend the World Bank 

Water Forum meeting.   At that meeting. I told them that we had a serious 
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water quality problem and that we wanted some sort of technology transfer as 

well as cooperation in this regard. They were positively inclined; and we are 

planning to set up an Arsenic Mitigation Centre at Kolkata. That will take 

shape finally.  This will done at the earliest. 

Dr. Karan Singh spoke about the UNICEF Report as also 

malnutrition, etc. I am particularly happy that the Members went into the depth 

of this serious problem. But this serious problem, I say, once again, in spite of 

all our money, in spite of the best efforts of the State Governments, is going to 

be there. I cannot assure the Members that, next time^, there would not be 

any need to discuss this problem. I don't want to use the words 'ritual', etc. But 

there are certain things which we have to do: (a) population control; it is the 

combined responsibility of the entire nation; (b) groundwater regulation by all 

the States and cooperation and participation of the farming community; (c) rain 

water conservation has to become a mass movement; (d) necessary changes 

in the laws with regard to country planning and town planning by the State 

Governments, because it is a State subject; (e) better coordination between 

the Centre and the State Governments. 

With regard to talking to the Nepal Government and constructing a 

dam there--as a suggestion was made--l will convey it to the right quarters. I 

must frankly say, I don't have the information on the subject available with me 

readily. I will get myself sensitised on this. I will talk to the Minister of Water 

Resources, with regard to this suggestion. In regard to the situation in 

Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan, I can assure the hon. Members 

that once they notify the most distressed districts, the relaxation which they are 

asking for would be given to them. So far as availability of money is concerned 

-- Shri Rahman Khan is looking at me - I can assure him ... 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN (Karnataka): Mr. Minister, you also 

represent Karnataka. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, I am elected from Karnataka; I hail 

from Andhra Pradesh and I look like a Tamilian. I have got this advantage. So 

far as money is concerned -- I do not want to go into the details; otherwise, he 

would say, "You are finding fault with the States" --money is available with us. 

Last year also, the money under the Accelerated Rural Water Supply 

Programme could not be spent for a variety of reasons.  That  being  the case,  

the Government will  release the first 
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instalment. If you say that the situation is so serious that we should a part of 

the second instalment, that can do done. As you know there is a Calamity 

Relief Fund. The Finance Commission has taken a very clear cut decision that 

the money will be made available to the States directly. That is a new thing 

which has come up. So far as NCCF is concerned, there is a problem. If a 

calamity is declared as a calamity of rarest severity -- this is the word which 

they have used -- Parliament will have to think about it and the Government 

will have to collect Cess and then only the money will be given. The Calamity 

Relief Fund is already available with the States. Once they exhaust this fund, 

we can think about other things. Another interesting thing is the Pradhanmantri 

Gramodya Yojana about which many Members have talked. I am happy to 

inform the House that instead of keeping the money with ourselves and then 

releasing it, from this year onwards the money is going to be transferred 

directly to the States. The States can decide their priorities. Except 15 per cent 

to be spent on nutrition, the rest of the money can be used for drinking water. 

Now the States have to decide as to what are their priorities. Under the 

PMGY, Rs. 2,500 crores stands transferred to the States and they have 

already indicated as to how much amount is going to the particular State. They 

have got the NCF. Then they get money under the PMGY. They get money 

under the Accelerated Rural Water Supply Programme. Then, in certain areas 

there are sector reforms projects. In addition to this, people's participation is 

also required. Sir, I have tried to cover almost all the points raised by the hon. 

Members. 

SHRI PRASANTA CHATTERJEE: The arsenic-prone areas should 

immediately be covered with pipe water. The arsenic problem is there in eight 

districts of West Bengal. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Arsenic problem is a pretty serious 

problem. You cannot give the example of Bangladesh. In Bangladesh, a lot of 

surface water is available. That is why they could tap alternative sources of 

water. But the same is not the case so far as the eight districts-of West Bengal 

are concerned. Surface water is not available adequately at all the places. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARAYA: There is not much difference 

between the topography of Bangladesh and the eight districts of West Bengal. 

What you are saying is not correct. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU:   If alternative surface water is available 
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nearby like it is available in Bangladesh, I will be the happiest man.   I stand 

corrected. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. Minister, I am 

sorry. I am breaking the kind of constraint I impose on myself because this is a 

very serious issue. The difficulty is, it is not a question of availability of surface 

water; it is a geological fault. Nobody can control it. Under no circumstances, 

can the ground water be used. That is the finding of the scientific bodies. That 

is the* whole problem. Even though surface water availability is a problem, at 

the same time, the solution cannot be use of ground water. It is a geological 

fault. The World Health Organisation has also recognised the problem in West 

Bengal. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I fully agree with you. I am talking of the 

cost involved in this exercise and the extent of resources that are at our 

disposal. The Members of Parliament met me. They had shown me some 

people who were affected by it. We have also visited certain areas. The 

problem is quite serious. I am not undermining the seriousness of the problem. 

It is not only in Nadia and other places, in the neighbouring nine districts also. 

Whatever support can be given by the Government will be given. Sir, the 

Members have given constructive suggestions. I have noted down each and 

every point made by the hon. Members. In fact, I want to prepare a detailed 

note on this and then circulate it in my Ministry. We will see how many of these 

suggestions can be implemented, to the extent possible, and how many of 

them have to be taken up with the State Governments. Wherever there is a 

need for consensus to be built in the country, we are striving to do that. I have 

also written to the hon. Members to contribute liberally from their MP'LAD 

funds to various drinking water schemes in their respective areas; not for other 

areas, but they can do it for their respective areas. People might say that it is 

very easy to request the hon. MPs. But we have to tap whatever resources are 

available. In addition to this, there are certain programmes funded by 

international agencies also. Wherever there is scope, we are also trying to tap 

international resources in this regard. It is a major challenge before the nation. 

It is a challenge before all of us. We have to make a combined effort. I can 

assure the hon. Members that the Government of India is alive to this problem. 

In coordination with the Urban Development Ministry and the Ministry of Water 

Resources, we will try to do whatever is possible. We will keep in mind the 

suggestions of the hon. Members in this regard. Thank you... 
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THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. Pachouri 

wants to ask something. 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, as regards Madhya Pradesh, the 

hon. Member has mentioned about the Memorandum of November last year.   

He must be aware of the fact that the financial year has come to an 
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end in March, 2002. So, firstly, a notification has to be issued afresh this year. 

Secondly, in yesterday's meeting, they have mentioned 32 districts in Madhya 

Pradesh, for last year. This year, they have notified only six districts. This is 

the information available with me. In the case of Andhra Pradesh, it is 22 

districts; Karnataka, 25 'districts; Madhya Pradesh, 6 districts; Maharashtra, ... 
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SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I have no hesitation, Sir. What I am 

trying to submit is that this is a continuous process. First, the State declares 

some districts. Afterwards, reports come from other districts also. Scr, we 

asked them to identify, and then notify, the districts. With regard to the 

demands made by States, if I am in a position to fulfil the demands made by 

all the States, I will be very happy to do it. But the amount available with me is 

limited. Madhya Pradesh might ask me to give them Rs.200 crores, Rs. 300 

crores, or Rs. 400 crores, but I would be able to give them, depending on the 

amount that is available with me and the demands that are coming from the 

different parts of the country. Keeping that only in mind, we make allocations. 

We will never be able to fulfil the demands of any State to the extent they ask. 

The entire money cannot be given because we do not have the money. That is 

one thing. So far as the recommendations are concerned, most of these 

recommendations have to be fulfilled by the State Governments. If you look at 

the recommendations, the recommendations are that, the States have 

accepted to do this by March, 2002; the States have agreed to do this, and so 

on. So, we are persuading the States, and we are in the process of trying to 

impress upon them; it is a collective decision; we must do that. And if they 

have any problem, we are ready to address that problem. That is why I did not 

tell you specifically how many recommendations have been made, how many 

of 
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them have been accepted, and how many of them have been fulfilled so far. It 

was not given to you because of this reason. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA: Sir, I have to seek some 

clarifications from the hon. Minister. First of all, I am thankful to him that he 

has accepted that the problem of arsenic in more than nine districts of West 

.Bengal is a very, very serious problem. I must extend my thanks to him for 

accepting this. But I would like to ask him, how much money the West Bengal 

Government has asked the Central Government to give to them as assistance 

for taking care of this problem, and how much money has been released up 

till now. Secondly, there are, approximately, 6,28,000 villages and about 593 

districts in our country. The Minister took great pains by speaking for more 

than an hour, but I could not understand in how many villages, actuary, 

potable water has been arranged so far, and how many villages are still to be 

provided with it. I am not interested in listening about the projects. These are 

to be done. But what is the ground reality today? Out of these 6,28,000 

villages, in how many villages the people are provided with potable water, and 

how many villages are still left to be provided with potable water? I shall be 

thankful if the hon. Minister could kindly reply to it. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: I think I have given detailed figures 

about 14,28,000 habitations, about 89.98% of the villages that have been 

covered and so on. I have given those figures. I have also said that I am not 

satisfied with the number only, because new problems are coming. That is 

why I have said that it is a continuous process. That is one thing. Secondly, 

with regard to the details that the hon. Member has sought, about how much 

money the West Bengal Government has asked for and how much we have 

been able to provide them, I will send those details to the hon. Member. These 

are not readily available with me now. The information about how much is 

given on a regular basis to every State, how much is given from the Calamity 

Relief Fund, and so on, is available with me. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA: Sir, Calamity Relief Fund is 

different and arsenic contamination is different. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: For arsenic, there is no special 

allocation. There were submission projects earlier which were sanctioned and 

the money was released.   Now, a new approach is emerging, and I am 
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in the  process of finding  a solution  to tackle this problem of arsenic, because 

specific allocations.. (Interruptions)... 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA: Arsenic is, certainly, a calamity. 

You should treat it as such and, accordingly, allot funds from the National 

Calamity Fund. 

SHRI M. VENKAIAH NAIDU: Sir, as of today, Rs.23.61 crores hav\? 

been released, as the first instalment of the Accelerated Rural Water Supply 

Programme, to West Bengal. This is a normal programme under which this 

much money has been released. No specific amount of money has been 

released for arsenic because we have to take a decision. The matter is under 

the consideration of the Government. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): So, thank you, Mr. 

Minister, for giving a detailed reply. Now, there is a message from the Lok 

Sabha. Secretary-General. 

MESSAGE FROM THE LOK SABHA 

THE HAJ COMMITTEE BILL, 2002 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I have to report to the House the 

following message received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the Secretary-

General of the Lok Sabha: 

"In accordance with the provisions of rule 120 of the Rules of 

Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am directed to 

inform you that Lok Sabha, at its sitting held on the 16
th

 May, 2002, 

agreed without any amendment to the Haj Committee Bill, 2002, 

which was passed by Rajya Sabha at its sitting held on the 8
th

 May, 

2002." 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): The House is 

adjourned till 11 a.m. on Friday, the 17
th
 May, 2002. 

The House then adjourned at forty-one minutes past seven of the clock till 

. eleven of the clock on Friday, the 17
th
 May, 2002.  
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